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Bottle bill
Advocates say bill would
lessen amount of litter...

Local poll records
reaction to draft

by John Lammers
news editor

A return to the draft may be
more popular than many persons think.
When a voter registration,
mock election was conducted at
county (airs throughout Ohio
this summer, a poll was taken of
the participants.

It is generally accepted that
something must be done about Ohio's
litter. The proponents of Issue 1, the
bottle bill, say theirs is the best, the only, option. The opponents say it will cost
too much to do too little.
The bill, on the Nov. 6 ballot, calls for
a 10-cent refundable deposit on glass,
metal or plastic soft drink, beer and
malt beverage containers sold in the
state for off-premises consumption.
It would also require retailers, bottlers and distributors to accept the containers and refund the deposits, and it
bans sales of cans with detachable pulltabs.
The group that began the petition
drive that collected more than 90,000
signatures to put the issue on the ballot
and that now is pushing for passage of
the bill is the Ohio Alliance for Returnables (OAR).
The group's side of the issue is the
following:

Of the 27,500 persons participating, 41 percent said they
favor reinstatement of the draft.
Participants also were asked
if women should be Included in
the draft, and 47 percent said
they think women should be
drafted.
In response to other questions,
28 percent of the participants
said they think the gasoline
shortage is real, and 35 percent
said the presidential term of office should be increased to six
years.

Would it clean up Ohio?
Yes. A study from the highway
department of Michigan, where a
similar law is in effect, said recently
that all litter has decreased 41 percent
in the state since the law went into effect. There are 82 percent fewer
beverage containers on Michigan roadsides, the studv says.

Construction tools
reported stolen
More than |7,000 worth of
equipment was reported stolen
from the construction site at the
Student Recreation Center Monday.
The equipment included an
orange air compressor, hammer
and 80 feet of hose. The matter
is under investigation by Campus Safety and Security.

inside
NEWS - Self-admitted
Satanlst Karla LaVey explained
her religion to a standing-roomonly crowd in the Grand
Ballroom last night. See Page 4.

elsewhere
CLEVELAND - Ralph Nader
expects the DC-10's to come
under examination again. See
Page I.
MEXICO CITY - A Western
Airlines DC-10 crash killed S3
persons. The cause of the crash
is undetermined. See Page S.

weather
Mostly cloudy, windy today.
Low 50 F. High 80 F. SO percent
chance of rain today, 40 percent
for tonight.

Would It increase the cost of
beverages?
No. "In every state that has tried
deposit legislation consumer prices
staff photo by Tim Carrlg
Chimneysweep Ken Lary is at work atop a roof on tha comer of Summit and Marry
Streets In Bowling Green. Lary aald chlmneysweeplng originated In Europe and currently
la growing In tha United Slates with an increased use of fireplaces for heating homes

All dressed up for a dirty job
by Paul O'Donnell
staff reporter

If you see a man in a tuxedo and top-hat cleaning your
neighbor's chimney don't be surprised; it's only University student Ken A. Lary trying to earn a living.
Lary, a Junior marketing major, is starting his own
chimney sweep business and the penguin-like apparel is
only a small part of it.
Chimney sweeps clean the debris from chimney flues
using various methods. Lary works from a house's roof
and knocks the soot and ash accumulated in the flue into
an industrial vacuum located at the chimney's bottom.
HE LOOSENS the debris with steel brushes anchored
with 20-pound weights. His arsenal includes six or seven
different brush sizes, he said.
Aside from the soot and ash that accumulates in
chimneys, Lary said households which bum wood and oil
deposit an extremely flammable chemical, creosote, in
the flue.
"If conditions are right, a large fire could result," he
said. "Some bum themselves out, but three years ago
there were 30,000 chimney fireslin the United States).
LARY SAID the risk factor involved has prompted him
to take out a 1100,000 insurance policy protecting him from
internal and external damages to the home incurred while
he is cleaning a chimney.
Soot from chimneys can get past the vacuum cleaner
and ruin expensive furniture and carpeting, he said.
The occupation may seem outdated, but Lary said the
opposite is true.

"I SEE a growing and very large demand for chimney
sweeps," he said. "This whole thing was brought about by
this energy crunch."
The Parma native said more homes are using wood as a
heating source because of the energy crisis. Homes which
burn more than a cord of wood should have their chimney
cleaned regularly, he added.
Although he doesn't have any Jobs lined up. Lary said he
expects to have several by late next week.
HE SAID he has received several calls from
homeowners who have never had their chimney cleaned
before and are unfamiliar with the procedure and cost.
"Basically its an informing job right now," Lary, 23,
said.
Lary said the cost for cleaning the chimney for a onestory house is about $28*30 and about $40-845 for two-story
houses and larger, and takes about one and one-half hour.
"I'M HOPING to line up four Jobs a week," he continued, "but I've heard of people making scads of money
from It"
Lary, who works under the firm London Chimney
Sweeps, does not plan to pursue this occupation full time,
but still expects to earn about 1200 a quarter on a parttime basis
He said he became interested in being a chimney sweep
several years ago when he was visiting Germany. He said
he saw a couple of chimney sweeps in full costume, prompting him to look into the occupation in the United
States.

have stayed the same, allowing for inflation," said Mary Schladen, assistant
director of OAR. Michigan, she said, is
an exception to that because of
"price-gouging."
"There is no logical reason for prices
to go up," she said. "In fact, some go
down." She said 56 percent of a
beverage cost is for packaging, and
much of that will be saved by recycling
and reusing.
Would It cost Jobs?
No. "Every state that has had it has
shown a net increase in jobs," Schladen
said. A Michigan Department of Labor
study shows an increase of 3,000-4,000
jobs because of the bill, she said.
There will be some shift of jobs within
the industry, she said. Some unskilled
workers that run canning and bottling
machines will be switched to an additional number of unskilled jobs of sorting and washing bottles and recycling,
she said.
The bill does not ruin the can industry, Schladen said. Many people
prefer the lighter-weight cans, and,
contrary to some rumors, they can be
returned in any shape as long as the
Ohio trademark remains on the can.
she said.
Would the law cause Inconvenience?
Older persons, who would be most inconvenienced, Schladen said, are
"insulted" by that talk; they nave
returned bottles much of their lives.
"If they can carry it full from the
store, they can carry it empty back to
the store," she said.
continued on page 3

...opponents argue that
measure would cost jobs
by John Lammers
news editor

Ohioans for a Practical Litter
Law(OPLL), an amalgamation of labor
unions, manufacturers, retailers and
restaurant owners, opposes Issue 1.
The group's answers to the questions
of Issue 1 are the following:
Would It clean up Ohio?
No. Thomas Withgott, spokesman for
(OPLL), says a United States Environmental Protection Agency study
has shown that the type of litter covered
by Issue 1 represents 20 percent of the
total Utter.
He claims the statistics from
Michigan, another bottle-bill state, are
politically motivated and Incorrect.
Those numbers show a decrease of 42
percent in total Utter.
He said the Michigan leaders are embarrassed after backing the bottle bill
and watching it faU.
Would It Increase the cost of
beverages?
Yes. Withgott said, based on information from states with similar laws,
there will be an increase of at least a
doUar a case - not including the deposit
or Inflation.
"They (the bill's supporters) have to
realize who has to take aU these (cans

and bottles) back, who's going to pay.
for more people, more space," he said.
Would It cost Jobs?
Yes. "We have the steel union on our
side. Why are they in it' It's a job
issue," Withgott said, pointing out Ohio
is the second largest can producer in
the country.
Skilled, higher-paying jobs will be
replaced by unskilled, minimum wage
jobs, he said. "It's like firing the father
to hire the son," he said.
He also said the loss would be felt in
related Industries. "The ripple effect
would be devastating," Withgott said.
Would the law cause inconvenience?
Yes. He said many persons will not
bother to return the containers,
defeating the purpose of the biU. The
proof of that, he said, is the number of
glass bottles that already are returnable, but Ue on state roadsides.
Would It save energy?
No. More gasoline will be used to
transport the returnables, he said, and
that won't be made up in other areas.
Because only 80 percent of bottles are
returned, he said, no energy wUl be saved in the canning and bottling process.
There will be no savings through
recycling, Withgott said.
continued on page 3

Faculty panel probes question of University's future
by Mary Danrwmlllsr
stall reporter

The future of the University in the
1990s wiU be determined by what is
being done now and will be done In the
1160B.

"We (the University) can't be
anything in 1990 until we perceive
ourselves now," Dr. Douglas Fricke,
associate professor of English, said
yesterday.
Fricke and five other University
professors discussed yesterday "What
Should This University Be in 1990?" as
the first prog, am In a series of panels
on the future of the University.
Stating that the question was vague
and ambiguous because it was placing
more emphasis on what the University
should be instead of what it is, Fricke
rephrased the question, making It

feasible to discuss the "now" aspect.
He stressed getting things "out in
the open" because the tendency is "to
hide It, sweep It under the carpet."
"I see a need for some good honest
rage" channeled in the right direction,
he said.
The controversal topics of sexism,
racism, rape, alcohol, drugs and
suicide should not be "shoved off Into
pigeonholes" as is being done. They
need to be discussed, he said.
For the University,
Fricke
prescribed what he called a "dose of
two extreme medicines" - irreverence
and irrationality.
The sense of Irrreverence Is the
atUtude conveyed by the British group
Monty Python that "nothing Is sacred,"
even Plato, Shakespeare and government, Fricke said.
Relating this attitude to the

University, Fricke suggested that
everything should be examined with a
sense of fun.
Too often, controversy and conflict
is evaded and some irrational thinking
will bring them into the open, he said.
What the University should be
"covers up or masks what we (the
University) are," Dr. Eleanor Roemer,
assistant professor of educational
foundation and inquiry, said, echoing
Frickes sentiments.
She said she was skeptical of goals
set by the University. Instead of setting
goals, she suggested stating purposes
dealing
with
classes,
the
meaningfullness of courses and
providing education for people that are
not In the 18-24 age group.
Agreeing with Frickes statement
that the question was ambiguous. Dr.
Alex Johnson, assistant professor of

special education, discussed "«mat we
wish the University to be in 1999."
Johnson said universities are going
to be operating at the "whims of outside
forces" of Inflation, energy shortages
and declining enrollment, which he
terms the "Big Three.'
The number of Americans in the 1824 age group are supposed to remain
stable until 1886, but by 1998, that
number Is expected to decrease by 22.5
percent, Johnson said.
The energy crisis wUl continue and
mean larger fuel bills, he said.
Inflation la expected to Increase 13.5
percent annually; therefore, tuitions
will soar, while pay raises will not keep
pace with the hikes, he added.
In addition, he said an appeal must
be made to older persons wishing to
"broaden their views of the world."
Broadening views was also a con-

cern voiced by Virginia Marks,
associate professor for music performance studies.
She explained that students come to
a university expecting to learn and be
educated and "unless they're a whole
person, they are not educated in the
end."
Becoming a whole person is a result
of experiencing culture on different
levels and kinds.
Marks suggested a group be
established to advocate cultural Interest In faculty and students because
concerts, plays, sport events and
recitals "are the things that make life
Interesting."
Dr. Robert A. Patton, chairman of
the appUed statistics and operations
research department, anticipates a
"rather dramatic" change in the
structure of classes and programs.

For the future he sees lectures being
different, the disappearnace of individual class rosters and virtuaUy no
specific time tables.
The emphasis of the grading system
used today will be shifted from grades
to the amount of understanding, Patton
said.
The students of tomorrow will
develop Independence and motivation,
he added. Professors wiU be spending
more time coordinating topics, relating
the concepts and fields "Instead of
teaching fundamental to robots,"
Patton said.
A favorable climate for research
and communication will be necessary
to maintain the distinguished image of
the University, Dr. J. Paul Scott,
psychology professor and director of
the Center for Research and Social
Behavior, said.

opinion
UAO lecturer has
right to speak here
Bringing Karla LaVey, a self-proclaimed Satanist, to the University to speak In the Grand Ballroom last night has stirred a lot of reactions from the University community.
Some were angry that the Union Activities Organization (UAO)
would promote such a program. They said the line must be drawn
as to which persons or topics should be brought Into the public
focus.
Others were offended that somebody would promote Satanism,
primarily because it is the object of negative teaching of most
religions practiced locally.
Still others were blatantly scared of being in the presence of a
Satanist. They said there was something eerie about the woman
that just didn't sit right with them.
UAO will probably be attacked from both sides before the dust
settles on the topic. It will be condemmed by many, warned by
some and congratulated by others.
While the range of reactions Is Inevitably scattered with such a
controversial subject, UAO should not be scorned for its program.
The University is supposed to be a learning Institution, open to
the free exercise of Ideas and beliefs. Drawing the line between
"good" and "bad" or "proper" and "improper" Is beyond the
prerogative of UAO. It is supposed to present speakers who create
local interest, and LaVey certainly does that.
If UAO was in the business of judging, it would have to choose
between good and bad music for Its concerts, proper or improper
topics of discussion for Its lectures, and right or wrong Issues for
Its debates.
Nobody Is endorsing the beliefs of LaVey by allowing her to
speak at the University. Students have the right to listen to her, just
as they do with any speaker, and then weigh in their own minds
whether or not they agree with the what she says. That's the way to
learn.
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BSU needs to Nonukes: thefuture rests upon us
cooperate more
focus

Cooperation.
Webster's New World Dictionary
defines cooperation as "the act of working together with another or others."
WELL, rM covering the minorities
beat for The BG News this quarter and
although the quarter is only halfway
completed, I have encountered a
minimum of cooperation on numerous
occasions from one minority student
who is supposedly a leader.
First let me explain a little bit about
now its done at The News. Every Monday morning at t a.m.. the News
reporters are required to report to the
managing editor those stories that they
Intend to do for that week.
LAST SUNDAY, I called Black Student Union (BSU) President Angela L.
Foote to see If the BSU was doing
anything this week.
Foote informed me at this time that
the BSU had held a meeting last Thursday. This would probably not surprise
many persons but it did surprise me.
You see, she had told me on the Sunday before last that there would be no
regular Thursday meeting that week.
The BSU had nothing to discuss, she
said.
Midway through last week, I called
the BSU office to once again check on
the status of the meeting. BSU Vice
President Nathaniel Johnson told me
that there would be a Thursday
meeting.
WHEN I INFORMED him that Foote
had told me there would be no meeting,
he then said there wouldn't be a
meeting and added that apparently the
executive council had decided not to
meet while he was gone.
Foote explained last Sunday that they
decided to have a meeting at the last
minute, but she assured me that not
much was discussed.
I'M NOT UPSET that nothing important happened at last week's meeting,
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focus
Paul O'Donnell
but what I am upset about is that no one
from the BSU took the responsibility to
Inform me that they intended on
meeting.
It is my responsibility to attend all
BSU meetings, regardless of how unimportant it may seem on the surface.
I had assumed (maybe that was my
mistake) that there would be no
regularly scheduled meeting based on
what Foote, the organization's leader,
had told me.
Okay, everyone Including Foote Is entitled to a mistake. But this isn't the
first time I have had cooperation problems with her.
AT THE BEGINNING of the quarter,
I twice arranged interviews with Foote
to update the progress of the minority
student demands of last spring quarter.
Needless to say, Foote never made it
to either of the lnterviews-the first
time claiming that her car had broken
down therefore she had no way to get to
campus and the second time saying
that she had gone home for the weekend
and had completely forgotten about our
interview.
Granted, the BSU is not the only
organization enveloped under the
minorities beat heading. But the
minorities reporter is dependent on the
BSU to generate stories from its activities.
However, without cooperation from
the BSU's leader, reporting on the
organization may prove to be almost
impossible. Especially for a nonminority reporter with limited minority
student contacts.
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"Will we survive or will we destroy
ourselves? What else matters, if we are
wiped out this decade, this year, this
week, this hour, or this minute?
Nuclear technology is the crucial issue
facing us today." These are the words
of Dr. Helen Caldlcott, pediatrician,
mother, and activist. She is telling me
that my basic survival is threatened by
the world situation.
I believe her.

And already you may have me marked as another doomsday fanatic,
another paranoid prophet. But no-I am
just an average person, like yourself; I
have fears, prejudices, and hopes; I
was born and raised in an all-American
small town, went to college; I experienced the growth of T.V., the
media, clonism, Saturday Night live
and the like. I heard, very casually, all
my life about the history of injustice in
the world. You see, everyday I saw
murder, rape, peoples' lives crashing
around them, disaster, and two dimensional happiness. And all was resolved
by the end of the evening. And all was
removed from my life by the magic of
technology. And so all of that Injustice,
disaster, and violence never really existed for me in any full dimenslonalized
sense. Even the nuclear issue was
reduced to a two dimensional futuristic
horror story. It was a well-written story
and easy to believe, as long as it wasn't
happening now, as long as It wasn't
happening to me.
BUT I wasn't able to deny this horror
story for long. One day I was driving to
Bowling Green via Route 2 and saw
these massive concrete structures jutting out into the horizon, and a sign
read: Davls-Besse: Home of the
world's largest cooling tower. What
could my reaction have been? I had
been goaded into a life of complacency
where actual fears were soothed away
by empty assurances and false truths,
both of which were so much easier to
accept than the real truth, whatever it
was. And it all came crashing down
around me at that moment; photos I'd

respond.
If you would like to comment on something in The
News or anything of student
interest, write to The News.
The letter or guest column
should be typewritten, triplespaced and signed. Include
your address and telephone
number for verification.
The News reserves the
right to reject letters or
portions of letters that are in
bad taste, malicious or
libeious.
Address your comments to s
Editorial Editor, The BG
News, 106 University Hall

Martha Williams
seen, articles I'd read, facts I'd
dismissed: visions of victims of the
Hiroshima holocaust and the
knowledge that "each 1,000 megawatt
nuclear reactor contains as much
radioactive material ('fallout') as
would be produced by one thousand
Hiroshima bombs." (Dr. Caldlcott in
her book. Nuclear Madness); Images of
stockpiles of nuclear waste that is
radioactive for a half million years.
Present technology only has the knowhow to store it for 10 years before it eats
through any container and plutonlum
("If one pound of plutonlum were
crushed in bits, and a bit were placed in
the lungs of every person on earth, it
would kill us all. ONE POUND. And yet
a one thousand megawatt nuclear plant
produces roughly five hundred pounds
of it a year." (Caldlcott), begins to seep
Into the air, earth and water; pages of
reports from Long Island's Shoreham
nuclear facility that record engineering
problems concerning 'the most sensitive areas of the reactor' that read as
follows: "Problem: Stiffeners cannot
be Installed due to concrete interference... Solution: OK to eliminate
stiffeners (which hold piping in a

nuclear plant in case of earth movement.);" volumes of reports correlating increased cancer rates with
low level emissions from nuclear plants
like Davis-Besse. And the facts continue to grow in alarming proportions.
I AM CONVINCED by Dr. Caldicott's
words, as are thousands of people in
this country who have banded together
to form a network of anti-nuclear
groups, one of which is the Bowling
Green Citizens for Safe Energy. And
there are thousands of individuals
working In their own way to stop this
nuclear mentality. They are individuals
you know through the media: Lola and
Robert Redford, Jane Fonda, Jackson
Browne, Boone Raitt. And they are individuals you may not know, like me.
Or a woman by the name of Holly Near,
who, with two others, J.T. Thomas,
pianist, and Susan Freudlich, signer for
the hearing impaired, are doing a concert tour for a nuclear free future. And
they are coming to Bowling Green Nov.
4. Their goal Is to pull everyone
together, as Dr Caldlcott says,
regardless of class, creed or political
affiliation, to unite against this nuclear
mentality. There will be a signer for the
hearing impaired so that the deaf are
not left out of this event. The hall
(Grand Ballroom) will be wheelchair
accessible so that the disabled are not
blocked from coming. It is sponsored by
Bowling Green Citizens for Safe
Energy, Women for Women and

S.A.N.E. (Sisters-Students Against
Nuclear Energy) and will be attended
by even more persons of all
backgrounds, races, religions. Holly
Near says: "(This concert) will be a
true coalition work, meaning that we
acknowledge that we may not agree
upon all things but that we will focus on
that which we do agree upon: to stop
nukes. We will all try not to oppress
each other...be caring of each other for
these are the things that we are."
And so where does this all leave me?
I'm still an average, fun-loving, allAmerican kid who is committed to being a part of the movement to stop
nukes. This concert is a combination of
those parts of me: it will be a concert
with political content and at the same
time be a concert that is musically and
theatrically exciting. "Music Moguls
must feel frustrated when they see Holly Near perform," wrote a critic in the
L.A. Times. "Their feelings might be
likened to those of a baseball scout who
finds a prospect with the sweetest swing since Joe DIMaggio, only to learn
that the kid wants to stay in the woods
and chop trees for his pa." Holly Near
brings her amazing musical talents
together with her political commitment
to stop the nuclear mentality to this
country. Whether your Interests are
musical or political, it Is not an event to
miss. It is an event to attend.
Martha Williams is an Instructor hi the
English department.

letters.
Secretarial jobs lack pay, prestige
Friday's (Oct. 26) article on
secretaries triggered my frustration
and concern. First, the issue of what
constitutes a "good" secretary is important. However, the question of
whether or not a college education is
necessary or helpful for advancement
Is a social issue, not a personnel issue.
Secretarial
positions
are
"traditionally-female" Job*. That is,
approximately SO percent of clericalsecretarial positions are filled by
women. A more critical concern is why
men do not fill secretarial positions. Is
it because men become the bosses
(college or not)-as the article read,
"behind every good businessman is a
good secretary."

Unfortunately, In our society, the pay
and prestige associated with
secretarial work is low. This should be
corrected. I have observed secretaries
working much harder than their bosses,
but without compensation. However,
women with college degrees becoming
secretaries will not upgrade the position, but reinforce the hopelessness so
many women have concerning career
opportunities. I feel that women with
college degrees become secretaries
because of sex-role stereotyped attitudes, lack of available job opportunities, low self-concept, sex-biased
career counseling, sexism on the job,
and a "give up" attitude so many of us
are plagued with.
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Please University women do not
believe those who tell you to make a
secretarial position "to get your foot in
the door," or that "you will advance
quickly with your degree." After
graduation, I was given those so-called
words of wisdom. Luckily, I was never
very good at following advice. After all,
just ask your male friends what they
are doing after graduation, not one will
say typing, xeroxing, and taking shorthand.
Darryl Lang
Graduate Student
Induitrial-Organizatloaal
Psychology

by Garry Trudeau
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briefs

Local opinions against Bottle Bill

Seminar in Scandinavia
Scandinavian Seminar is accepting applications for its 19*0-81 academic year
abroad in Denmark, Finland, Norway or Sweden. The project Is designed (or
college students, graduates and others who want to study in a Scandinavian
country and experience Its culture.
Included in the seminar is an orientation, three-week intensive language
course, residence with a Scandinavian family and placement in a Scandinavian
school. A fee of $4,900 covers tuition, room, board and all course-connected
travels in the country. Interest-free loans and partial scholarships are
available.
For information, write to Scandinavian Seminar, 100 E. teth St., New York,
N.Y., 10028.

Class schedule correction
Instructional Design S12, section 0677, offered in the department of education
curriculum and instruction, will be offered from 5:30-9:30 p.m. Thursday. The
winter quarter class schedule for that course is incorrect

SGA votes to support
student legal insurance
The Student Government Association (SGA) voted unanimously last night to
support a bill advocating a legal service insurance plan for students at state funded colleges and universities in Ohio.
SGA voted unanimously last week to support the bill, which is now before the
Ohio state legislature, but discovered near the closing of the meeting they did not
have a quorum and the vote was invalid, necessitating a revote at last night's
meeting.
The bill provides a legal service that renders legal advisory aid to college
students, enabling students to consult with an attorney concerning legal matters,
but not providing legal representation.
The bill states that under this plan students would be unable to sue the university
or other individuals using the service.
According to state and community affairs coordinator Mark E. Krach, the Ohio
Student Association (OSA) will vote Nov. 18 on whether or not to support the bill.
A spokesman for the Black Student Union (BSU) congratulated the SGA for
voting to support the bill and said the BSU will support it also.
In other business, SGA President Michael D. Zincola said the SGA will support
the recently disbanded lacrosse team in an effort to convince the athletic department to reinstate the program.
The SGA Athletic Committee will review the lacrosse situation at an open
meeting to be held in the Capital Suite of University Union at 3:30 p.m. Nov. 8, Zincola said.
The SGA also discussed the Dial-a-Ride service designed to aid students needing
a ride home or offering to give other students rides.
According to Zincola, the service which began accepting calls Monday is "off to
a fine start," but noted that there are more students calling to request rides than
there are individuals offering transportation.
However, Zincola said SGA will try to entice more students to call offering rides
by advertising tne gasoline savings possible for drivers splitting costs with
passenger students.
Jane A. Mosconi, coordinator of the project said students requesting rides or offering transportation can call the senate office at 372-0324 between 9:30 a.m. and
5:30 p.m. Monday through Friday.
SGA also discussed the student escort service, which began operation last night
According to Senator Mark H. Henderson, the service still needs volunteers and
SGA Is still taking applications for recruits.

by Jerry PeUrten

Many area businesses that deal with
take-out beverages are opposed to the
so-called deposit bill, Issue 1 on the
Nov. 6 ballot A majority of students
questioned in an informal survey also
were against the proposition.
In a random survey of 22 University
students, conducted yesterday by The
News, 14 said they are against the
returnables law, six are in favor of it
and two are undecided. However, many
students said that they are not voting
for one reason or another, primarily
because they are not registered.
Brian Pavlac, a graduate student in
history, said he is for the bill because he
thinks people are wasting too many raw
materials. He added, "Litter is ugly."

JOHN GANVRANES, a sophomore in
International business, said he is In
favor of Issue 1 because "people In
America have to learn to start saving,"
although the bill only covers bottles and
cans and not other wastes ble Items
such as paper.
Many students who said they were
against Issue 1 cited possible higher
costs of pop and beer because of the
proposal and its ineffectiveness on
paper litter as reasons for their views.
Brett Montague, a sophomore
business major, said he is against Issue
1 because it would be "a lot more trouble" and would not solve much. He said
he works at a shopping mall where one
of his Jobs is to clean the parking lot.
He said 90 percent of the garbage he
picks up is paper bags and cups.

John Rittner, assistant manager of
Gray Drug in the Stadium Plaza said,
"It'll cost us extra money because of
the storage, but I don't think we'll lose
any business. To prevent litter we need
a return bottle and can law, but you also
have to weigh the inconvenience."
MEREDITH MYLES, owner of
Myles Dairy Queen, 434 E. Wooster St.,
said he is against the issue because he
may have to charge a 10 cent deposit on
plastic cups that leave his restaurant.
"From the way I understand it" he
said, "if the bottle deposit passes as it is
now written, it could force fast food
restaurants to collect deposits on all
(plastic or plastic-coated) cups that
leave the restaurant for take-out use.
"Plastic-coated cups with lids would

fall under the deposit law as it is now
written, which also means that Dairy
Queen would have to print up special
cups for Ohio, and the same would be
true for other fast-food restaurants," he
said.
Mike Tyson, of Mike's Party Mart,
1004 S. Main St., said he is "very
against" the bill, although he has adequate storage for empties.
He said his customers' buying habits
would have to be altered. He said he
will not be able to buy beverages in the
quantities he now purchases, and
therefore would not receive a quantity
discount from the distributors.
With a lot of money tied up In returns,
he said, "the operating money to stay In
business will be pretty great."

Bottle Bill:
advocates.
Would It save energy?
Yes. The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency says it takes 5 percent as
much energy to make cans from recycled cans as it does from original
material, she says. Any added energy
used for transportation Is negligible.

Would the bill require recycling?
Yes, indirectly. When the bottles and
cans are being returned, the industry
will have no choice other than to
recycle-lf only for economics.
"The recycling centers are hoping

opponents
Would the bill require recycling?
No. In other bottle-bill states, bottlers
and canners "take it out and dump It,"
Wlthgott said. "What we need to do is to
recycle those products In the litter
stream."
It's cheaper to run a landfill than a
recycling station, and it's cheaper to
get rid of something in a landfill than in
a recycling station, he said.
Would the bill Include cups for carryout restaurants?

eat

from page 1

they will be put out of business (by the
hill)," Schladen said. "The reason they
are there is the waste. Deposit legislation is the ultimate recycling program."
Would the bill include cups from
carry-out restaurants?
No. "It's a non-issue," Schladen says.
"It's the same script we see passed
from state to state. It has never been interpreted that way. We're after that
non-combustible product."
She pointed out that Issue 1 is a law,

not a constitutional amendment, and
can be amended if courts interpret the
law to include cups.
Are there alternatives?
No. Schladen said this bill is the best
the group could come up with. House
Bill 361, which passed the state House
and is pending In the Senate, is a
"smokescreen to cover deposit legislation," she said. HB 361's tax on
manufacturers, wholesalers and
retailers of products that end up as litter would not create enough money to

clean up the state, and that tax would
be passed on to consumers, she said.
"It's only the incentive of the individual that will get to the hazard of
waste," Schladen said. "Even if it were
a miniscule start, it would be something
to embrace."
How would bars be affected?
She said the bill would affect bars only in the beverages they sell for carry
out. Most bars already use returnables,
and distributors help facilitate any
necessary change, she said.

from page 1

Yes, probably. Although it would likely end with a court interpretation, the
bill does not specifically mention
"sealed containers," which would exclude cups.
Withgott said the bill could include
cups from restaurants. However, the
bill says "all glass, metal or plastic"
containers. Therefore, paper cups
would not count, but plastic ones might,
he agreed.
Those cups are not included in the
bottle bills of other states, he said, but

might In Ohio because the bill is not
specific enough.
Are there alternatives?
Yes. Most of the OPIX campaign is
based on the thought that House Bill 361
is a better way. The bill, passed by the
Ohio House and tabled by the Senate,
mandates a litter tax on businesses that
make and sell litter-producing goods. It
also bans pull-tabs and sets a 1500 litter
One.
"We support that type of legislation,"
Withgott said. "It addresses 100 percent

of the litter at a fraction of the cost.
The tax would be passed on to the consumer, he agreed, but "the cost is
minimal." HB 361 would cost each consumerjl.50 a year, but the bottle bill
will cost each one 830 a year, he said.
If the bottle bill fails, HB 361 still will
pass, he said.
How would bars be affected?
Withgott said the higher beer prices
would be reflected in bars as part of the
overall hike in beer prices.

Sunday, November 4
7 p.m.
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Grand Ballroom, Union BGSU
with J. T. Thomas, pianist and
Susan Freundlich, interpreter
for the hearing impaired
Ticket donations $5 & $6
Low income & senior citizens $4
Group and Class discounts available
Call 372-2281
for tickets & child care info.

sponsors
Women for Women
Quality
Childcare
Provided

B.G. Gtizensfor Safe Energy
and
Sisters Against Nuclear Energy
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Nov. 6 ballot will feature
Crowd packs Ballroom to hear, razz Satanlst state issue, candidates
day she said she sensed disbelief
among the audience.
"I'm a very receptive person, she
said. I can feel things, I know when
people are thinking about me."
She said her involvement in the
Satanic Church was her own choice,
not her father's. Her Father, Anton
LaVey, is the originator of the
Satanic Church.

by Ron Malaniek

KarU LaVey, High Priestess of the
California church of Satan addressed a standing-room-only audience
last night In the Grand Ballroom,
Union.
An estimated 2,200 persons, some
dressed in costumes or carrying
crosses and bibles, heard the free
lecture on Satanism and
withchcraft, sponsored by the Union
Activities Organization (UAO).
Although the Church of Satan has
been labeled a cult found in California, LaVey said that it is recognized
as a legal church and it is found
across the world with headquarters
in Amsterdam.
"We don't think of Satan as an anthropomorphic deity," she said. The
name Satan, she explains, means opposition or adversary. Satan is the
adversary of religions that call man
evil and not merely an opposition to
Christianity, she said.
"LIFE IS NOT a battle between
good and evil, she said, adding that
there is no heaven or hell.
"We figure you better live it up
while you've got the chance." she
said. However, LaVey said they do
believe some things are wrong.
"The church of Satan is a law and
order organization," she said.
Satanists do not go around murdering each other nor does the church
offer human or animal sacrifices,
she added, and children are highly
regarded in the religion.
"We consider animal and small
children especially to be the best
natural magicians...because they
get what they want. Magic is a
change in a situation in accordance
to one's will. It's within everyone,
they just have to develop it," she
said.
THROUGH YEARS of practicing
Satanic rituals, LaVey's powers
have developed into something
natural to her, she said.
In an afternoon conference yester-

Editori Note: The foDowlag is a list of seme of the issues and candidates dty
voters win be asked to vote en Nov. I. Voters should check their respective wards
and precincts for specific details as to what will be oo the ballot.
MAYOR
Alvin L. Perkins, Democrat
Charles E. Bartlett, Republican
Douglas R. Valentine, Independent
COUNCILMAN-AT-LARGE

"I COULD have taken any direction that I wanted," she said. She
said she attended Sunday school as a
child but even then questioned Christianity.
Since Satanism wasn't pushed on
her, she said she doesn't push
satanism on anyone not interested.

Richard A. Newlove, Democrat
Wendell R. Jones, Republican
WARD 1 COUNCILMAN
Joseph Corral, Democrat
Charles A. Koehler, Republican
Kathleen R Striggow, Certified Write-in Candidate

"We don't have to push it. People
seek us out, we don't seek them out,"
she said.
She said she did not come to Bowling Green to visit any Satanic groups
in the area for Halloween.
"They (UAO) offered me more
money than I could have gotten had I
stayed home, so I came to Bowling
Green," she said.

WARD I COUNCILMAN
Patrick Ng, Democrat
Raymond W. Martin, Republican
WARD 3 COUNCILMAN
Bruce Bellard, Democrat (unopposed)
WARD 4 COUNCILMAN
Patricia A. McGinnis, Democrat
Martin L. Smith, Republican

WHILE LAVEY lectured, Christians on campus prayed at the Active Christians Today (ACT) Campus House on Wooster St., ACT
Pastor Bruce Montgomery said.
He said prayer wouldn't affect her
speech, but said their prayers could
disrupt her impact on persons at the
lecture.
He also said he hoped Christians
wouldn't go to heckle her.
Montgomery said paying someone
with University funds to promote
one religion was unfair.

PROPOSED TAX LEVIES
For or against an additional 4.S mill levy for Bowling Green School District for
the purpose of permanent Improvement. The levy would be in effect five years.
For or against the renewal of a levy not to exceed .2 mills for the purpose of providing necessary mental health needs to Wood County. The levy would in in effect
for five years.
LOCAL OPTION ISSUES
Voters in Ward 2, precincts E and F, will be asked to vote for or against an issue
to allow the sale of 3.2 beer.
Voters in Ward 3, precincts B and C, and Ward 4, precincts B and C, will be asked
to vote for or against the sale of liquor (including malt beverages, wine and mixed
beverages, which are sold during the week) on Sundays from 1 p.m. to midnight for
consumption off the premises.

"SHE HAS a right to be here but
being paid for it is where it seems
wrong," he said.
LaVey inivited Christians to attend her lecture.
"It's really wonderful that they all
come, and I'd like to thank them all,
she said, although she noted that
some Christians come only to confront her and her beliefs.

Karla LaVey (above) lectured a Grand Ballroom audience on the
subjects of Satanism and witchcraft laat night. Satanism advocates the philosophy that people should "live It up while you've
got the chance," and that there Is no heaven and hell, aald LaVey.
Although she hoped that Christians wouldn't attend the lecture to
heckle her, many students In the audience audibly expreaeed their
disagreement with her vlewa.

BG COUPLESWe Need Your Help

STATE ISSUE ONE
The proposed law would require a 10 cent refundable deposit on all glass, metal
or plastic soft drink, beer and malt beverage containers sold in Ohio for offpremises consumption; would require retailers to accept returned containers and
refund the customer's deposit; and prohibit the sale of metal containers that have
detachable pull-tabs. The law, if passed, would take effect Dec. 6,1981.

BB00QMU.E STABLES

Tim Stephen [Speech Communication] and Dr. Howard Markman
[Psychology Department] are conducting research on developing
relationship*. Participation Involves completing a short research task
one* a month for five months. People who have participated have
generally reported that the tasks are enjoyable and that they learn
some things about their relationships. All responses are completely
confidential. If you and your partner would like to participate or would
like to get more Information, call and ask for Tim Stephen -- 372-0031.

14810 Freyman Rd.
Cygnet, Ohio

helps
prevent
birth
defects

Attention:
• SORORITIES,
• FRATERNITIES, & • DORMS
Make Reservations For:
HAYRIDES, PARTY FACILITIES, & TRAIL RIDING
(INDOOR ARENA FOR SOUND SYSTEM & DANCES)

FALL, WINTER & SPRING QTRS.
For More Information call 655-2193

March of Dimes

RE-ELECT

MAYOR PERKINS
we cant Afford Not To
Ci»u»«» for P*rt*w

READ THE 't&'Ni^'REVUE'
A MAN YOU CAN TALK TO
WANTS TO REPRESENT YOU

■ruoi llSuid/fc— Crowtord/Oon WUce>
CoOwMpanona
330 Inafnm Um. BO O
43402

Support the BG
News Advertisers

Save $1.99 on two
Regular Sirloin Strip Dinners

Dinners include: Baked Potato... All-You-Can-Eat
Salad Bar... Warm Roll with Butter.
Unlimited Refills on Coffee, Tea and Soft Drinks.

VALENTINE
FOR MAYOR

■ ■I CUT (HIT THIS ( III I'ON IB^BI I I I 'X I I HIS COUPON |fl

$

! Save 1.99I Sav^l.99
TWO REGULAR SIRLOIN
STRIP DINNERS
$5.99

TWO REGULAR SIRLOIN
STRIP DINNERS
$5.99

Beventge ond desacr* onr not included

Beverage and deuert ore not included

Limti one coupon pet couple Not nrdee'nable
/orcottS Cannot be uttd uHh other daeounts
Void u here prohibited Applicable loin not
included At Participating Steakhoutet

Limit one coupon pet toupte Not redeemable
for toth Cannot be u$*d unth other dncounu
Vatd u,*ierr prohibited Applicable taxes not
included Af Pamcipating Steakhoutet

■Good Thrul POUDEROSR
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!■■■■! COUPON I
E. Wooster St.
(Across from Perry
Stadium)
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Chuck seeks your support In his Md
to bo elected your Councilman.
As a graduate of Wittenberg In
Springfield. Ohio he appreciates your
viewpoint.
Chuck Is responsive to your needs.
His desire Is to Influence changes
that will provide greater salety & well
being In the campus/community environment.

FOR
1ST WARD
COUNCIL
Chuck will be accessible.
He and his wile Pat urge you to ask
about their open Invitation. Call him
at 3524180 concerning his Idea of a
community meeting on the first Sunday ol each month.
"I need your vote to get started and
your visits to keep going."

PHOTOGRAPHERS:
enter the
■Society of Professional Journalists
Photo Contests
Open to all students
■News, news feature and art categories
Fi.w prize 120 photo BuppixM
(donated by flooe-a Owa Shop)
Second priff JHm|(k>n*ed bvCenta.
Dfuge. K-Mkl.llrWI
Third cum yOsV'aiuOKripliOrllO
Modern Photography Magaiine
(donated by SPJ,

All wifirwra wilt tw dupiaved »n
Unrtwtiiy Union
Entry forme, available at School ol
Journaham.104 Dnrvereily Han and
are due with S3 ragitliation la* by ft
p m Nov 30 af Schoot ol Journai-em

Winner! will be announced »

No* n

keji
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Rock sculpture
slithers forward
An environmental sculpture with 100 creeping rocks is
the latest project of Steve Frushour, 32, graduate student
in the School of Art.
The rocks do not actually move on their own; rather, in
a limited 23-day period, Frushour will systematically
move the rocks, creating a drawn-out animation
The conceptual art sculpture will move north from the
Art Building toward the Student Services Building,
Frushour says.
He will add 10 rocks each day until 100 are displayed;
and then move the back row up until the 10 by 10
meter square reaches the next sidewalk, creating a
crawling illusion, he explains. The rocks weighing 20 to JO
pounds each will seem to emerge from the southern
sidewalk and dissolve into the northern one.
FURSHOUR'S sculpture, titled "Alpha 10 Squared,"
can be presented to an audience and then removed .
leaving no environmental trace of its existence, Frushour
emphasizes.
If he displays the sculpture again somewhere else on
campus, the artist says, he would rename it "Beta 10
Squared."
Frushour says he is working with environmental art
because he questions whether today's artists should stick
with only traditional art media.
Frushour says he uses only natural materials
sculpture. He doesn't like to alter the pieces he uses;
instead, he tries to accentuate what nature already had
done

Steve Fruthour positions rocks is his

environment

VERY LITTLE environmental art can be found on
campus, he says. Other environmental peices Frushour
has constructed include a sculpture he made recently by
burying a 25-foot piece of wood aligned with the
geographic North Pole.

staff photo by Tim Carrlg

sculpture moves across campus.
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Re-Elect

JOSEPH CORRAL
"busy doing something for you "

- First-Ward Councilman

*
*
*

*

Democrat

SALE!
Thurs., Fri„ Sat.

Nov. 1,2, & 3

8
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(all suits in stock)

VALENTINE
FOR MAYOR
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Running shoes
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J ''

Adidas
Nike
Brooks

+ SEAMCO "600" Blue Racquetballs

LAKE ERIE
SPORTS INC.

orlg. $3"
now $3M a can

(across from Founders)

I GOOD FOR 1 SENIOR PICTURE
J APPOINTMENT AND A CHANCE TO
I WIN A FREE 10-SPEED BIKE. REDEEM
• AT 310 STUDENTS SERVICES OR CALL
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Poul Kontner
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Croig Choquico

Aynsley Dunbor

Mickey Thomas

Pete Sears

David Freiberg
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Fall Clearance
$$ SAVE $$
Thur.-Fri.-Sat.
Jogging Suits

Flannel Shirts

Velour Tops

S.M.L Reg. 30.00

Asst. Styles

(Entire Stock)

30%-40% off

30%-40% off

Leather Bags Danskin Bodysuits
by Stone Mountain Turtleneck
Reg. 10.50

25% off

Blouses
selected styles

I
I

ffiLkyV

The Terror Begins
Tomorrow in the Main Auditorium
A B.Q.S.U. Premier.
■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■MJUU

Re-Elect

JOSEPH CORRAL

councilman — First ward
NEIGHBORS TO RE-ELECT CORRAL - Kathy Strlggow,
Chairperson, 267 S. Summit St., Bowling Green, Ohio

30% off

+
*

With Speciol Guests

$17.99

JOE CORRAL is always willing to listen to students and has
been instrumental in doing a number of things that have
helped the University community. He worked for the Improvement of the crosswalk on Thurstin Ave. In front of the
Administration Building; he supported legislation on the
sidewalks on South College Drive. He feels that there has
been a friendly spirit of cooperation between the City and the
students.
__ _,
.

*

*

FEATURING

is interested in student concerns

mnumi

*

+

l 372-0086 BEFORE NOVEMBER 8.
I EVERY SENIOR HAS A CHAN3E

<*

*

■ff f PiWfAMHip

JOE1 CORRAL

ITOWN.

+

j proudly presents:

t* * MM

Mens & Womens SPEEDO
Nylon Bathing Suits 20 % Off
Warm-up suits
20% off

267 S. Summit St., Bowling Green, Ohio

f

Fall Dresses
6 to 18

40% off
$5.99
Jackets, Vests, Vassarette Bras
Pants, Skirts discontinued styles
selected styles

30%-40% off 30%-50% off

Many unlisted items reduced
Visa & MAC Welcome

The Powder Puff
525 Ridge St
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Philosophy internships encourage practical outlook
the findings published.

Provide problem-solving, communication skills

by Scott Beteman

The days may be gone when
philosophers spent all their time either
teaching students how to think or
discussing books like "The Critique of
Pure Reason."
Now University philosophy students
are beginning to work for areas like industry and the social services because
of a unique program here.

market, which is currently tight for
philosophy graduates.

The master of arts program in
applied philosophy is the only one in the
country for which philosophy students
complete internships for employees
outside the University. This gives the
students on-the-job experience that
later improves their chances on the Job

'TT IS one of the largest programdevelopment grants that the University
has ever received," according to
project director Dr. Louis I. Katzner,
associate professor of philosophy.
The grant was awarded because
applied philosophy is new to the

Enough interest has been generated
in the program that the National
Endowment of the Humanities INEHI
recently awarded the Unlverstiy a
$220,000 grant over the next three years
to expand the programs.

VALENTINE
FOR MAYOR
Read the News

academic world, Katzner said.
"We are the only philosophy
program in the country to have an
internship,"he added.
IN THE PAST, philosophers have
thought mainly on an abstract level,
Katzner said, but recently they have
developed a more practical outlook
about society.
"Historically, philosophy programs
at all levels have been for teaching
philosophy," Katzner said.
"It is only in the last eight or ten
years that philosophers have felt that
they should help their students confront
the problems that arise on a day-to-day

basis."
THE
INTERNSHIP
allows
philosophy students to bring an employer special skills in problem-solving,
value conflicts and communications,
Katzner said.
The master's program takes about
two years to complete. The first year
involves taking core courses to give a
student a knowledge of philosophy and
practice in its application. The second
year is supplemental to the first and
allows for an internship.
One recent intern worked for the
Northwest Ohio Developmental Center
for the mentally retarded. His job was

to develop a procedure for handling
claims of client abuse. From his work
he is doing his master's theses on a
theory of rights for the mentally
retarded.
ANOTHER STUDENT is organizing
an internship at Bowling Green High
School where he plans to teach a
philosophy course this spring.
Money from the NEH grant will be used
to contact potential employers for the
philosophy students. It also will be used
to discover which skills employers need
from employees and interns.
When the three-year period has ended, the program will be analyzed and

HE SAID THAT the program has
interested others besides the NEH.
"We have received somewhere in the
neighborhood of 70 inquiries from
faculty members aroung the country,"
he said. "People think it is an interesting program."
This interest had led the philosophy
department to begin planning a
workshop that would bring in 100
faculty members from around the
country, Katzner said.
During the next five years Katzner
said he expects many other universities
to shift towards applied philosophy.
This will mean a redefining of the role
of philosophy at this institutuion and
others, he said.

VOTE NOV. 6
FOR LEADERSHIP
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BOW HUNTING
WORKSHOP
Course Centered
Around the White-Tail Deer

Nov. 6,8,13,15
in Rec Centers Archery Room.
I Hour of Target Time Before and
After Each Discussion. For More
Information Call 372-2711

CHARLES A,
KOEHLER

THESE REPUBLICAN CANDIDA TES ENDORSE
AND WILL WORK FOR:
j/
*

S
S

Enforcement of the Health and Safety Code
to ENSURE SAFE HOUSING FOR RENTERS.
RE-ESTABLISHMENT of Regular
Sample Ballot
Meetings Between University
For Leadership
Student Leaders and City Officials
Cut Along Dotted Line
MERIT SELECTIONof Volunteer
and Take to the Polls
and Paid City Officials
MAYOR
RESOLUTION of Storm Flooding

s

REOPEN City Government
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Attention:

S

SOUND Capital Budget Management

Voter's Service Page
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Careful Establishment of City Priorities
After FULL CITIZEN INPUT

Friday Nov 2
Sentinel Tribune
Prepared by
B. G. League of Women Voters

MARTIN L.
SMITH

Bowling Green
Republican Campaign Committee
Robert J. Pruger, Chairman
432 Hillcrest

PaidforbyB.G.L.W.V.
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Martin L
Smith
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Program eyes increasing need for care of aged
by Kilhy Coll

By 1990, one-tenth of the population will be 65-years-old and over.
As a result, the number of senior citizen centers, nursing homes and other agencies for the aged also will be rising.
To fulfill the need for trained personnel in care of the aging, the University
developed a gerontolgy program in 1974 which was set up with a liberal arts base
under the College of Health and Community Services.
"This University is one of the few universities to have an undergraduate program that offers a bachelor of science degree in gerontology," Mostafa H. Nagi,
associate professor in sociology, said.
BETWEEN M and 70 students are enrolled in the gerontology program, and this
year one freshman declared gerontology as a major. Each year the program acquires four or five transfer students, John Hiltner, director of the gerontology program, said.
"In four years only two students have changed out (of gerontology). Once they
are here, they tend to stay," Hiltner said.
Included in the gerontology program is a practicum experience, which requires
that gerontology majors work In their particular field of interest.
Students may work as social service coordinators, who are "Jacks of all trades"
in nursing homes, senior citizen centers and social agencies for the aging, Hiltner
said.

MOST OF the practicums involve unpaid positions according to Hiltner, who
said he would like to see more paid positions available in the near future.
The University gerontology students are in popular demand, according to
Hiltner.
After graduation, gerontology students who get a Job in their field can expect a
salary ranging from (8,500-110,500 a year, Hiltner said.
"Our students are basically getting Jobs if they are mobile," he said, noting that
students who are willing to move away from their home towns have a better
chance of getting jobs.

disciplines. Its core is built around courses in gerontology, geography, philosophy,
psychology, sociology, home economics and social work, Nagi said.
Courses in these areas include proposal writing (how to apply for federal funding
for a program), administration and aging, philosophy of death and dying, community planning for the elderly and psychology of aging.
Gerontology majors also take courses in communications, natural sciences and
math, social-behavioral sciences, humanities and applied arts and sciences.
In addition to those courses, majors are required to complete 32 hours in a
cognate, or area of specialization.

"CHANCES (OF getting a job) are good and get better the further you are away
from the school that produces gerontology majors," Arden A. Ball, senior gerontolgy major, said.
One of the main obstacles gerontology majors come up against is competition for
Jobs with people who have no formal training, Hiltner said.

"GERONTOLOGY IS a lot broader than you think. You have to specialize in
something," Ball said.
"Gerontology Itself doesn't sell," Hiltner added.
,
The most popular cognate area is business, because many students want to obtain a license in nursing home administration, Hiltner said.
Other cognate areas include recreation, activities therapy, exercise physiology,
family services, urban geography and planning and nutrition.
The curriculum for gerontology is always changing, Hiltner said. "We are never
static-we are continually changing. As long as the elderly are changing, the curriculum is going to change."
Every generation of old people is different, Hiltner emphasized. What today's
senior citizens want is not necessarily what the next generation wants or requires.
Hiltner tells his students to "train for five years from now-not 1979."

He said that agencies will hire an untrained person first because they can pay
him less than a trained gerontologist, noting that such agencies do not require a
certificate or degree.
The only area this does not apply to, Hiltner said, is nursing home administration. Nursing home administrators must be licensed by the state.
THE GERONTOLOGY curriculum exposes students to courses in many
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Dick Newlove is a
Family Man with a
Stake in Your Future

Mike Green
November 1 ond 2
8-11pm
Side door, Union
Admission $.50
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PARENT OF YEAR AWARD

Write a 200 word essay and send it into
UAO office
Win your parents 2 Red Skelton tickets
2 dmer passes,
a sih/er bowl

The Richard Newlove Family

"Bowling Green — A Decent
Place to Work. Live
. Study and Raise a Family "

Nancy, Andy, Sarah, Megan and Dick

WANT RESPONSIBLE GOVERNMENT?
RE-ELECT DICK NEWLOVE

all presented at 'A time of Nov. 10th ■ football game

Any Questions call 372-2343

• Bowling Green City Council for 4 years — chairman of
Finance Committee
• Graduate of Bowling Green High School ond BGSU
• Taught Social Studies for 5 years, Real Estate Broker for
5 years
• Chamber ol Commerce trustee
• Kiwanis Board of Directors
• Industrial Development Corporation trustee
• Trustee of Hope House
• St. Aloysius Church usher and member

Committee to Re elect Newlove Bruce H Bel laid Choc

She's Qualified!

Political Advertisement

I HMD MfWMY COMPANY. MTtOn. MICMIOAN e l»i

As A: Woman "Wife • Mother
Teacher • Principal • Recent retiree
Involved In: AAUW • L.W.V. • Hospital Guild
• St. Mark's Church • Boy Scouts
•Block Watch
30 Years
Experience: A leader and decision maker
Involved in budgets & grant writing
Worked with City Planning,
Traffic, Utilities & Recreation.

Returnables Save Energy
Returnables will save enough energy to heat 55,000 Ohio homes for one year
An EPA report states that 115,000 barrels of oil would be saved nationwide,
each day, by using only returnables

"Let's warm up and have an ice-cold Slroh's.'

Returnables Save Precious Resources
We import Bauxite to make aluminum cans, then we throw away the cans
We import oil to make plastic containers,
then we throw away the plastic containers
P~l to. by «G Uogu* ol Woman Voan

For the real beer lover.
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elsewhere
DC -10 crash in Mexico City kills 63
MEXICO CITY (AP) - A Western Airlines DC-10 Jetliner inbound from Los
Angeles with M or 89 persons aboard landed on a closed-for-repairs runway at fogshrouded Mexico City airport yesterday and crashed, killing at least 63 persons, officials said.
The plane plowed into two airport buildings and burst apart into hundreds of
pieces. A survivor said he thought the plane may have also hit a house before landing.
A section of the tail of the plane, with one jet engine attached and intact, was
found on a road 300 yards away from the crash site. It was not known whether the
engine fell from the plane before the crash or was sliced off and hurled away by the
impact.
RED CROSS and other officials said 63 bodies had been recovered from the
wreckage.
The U.S. consul said 19 survivors, all injured, were taken to three hospitals. The
fate of the others was not known. Nor was it known how many Americans were
aboard. Many of the names were Hispanic.

In New York, ABC said Ken Lucoff, 31, one of its news producers, was killed in
the crash. He was en route to El Salvador to cover the rioting there.
CREW MEMBER Eduardo Valencia walked out of the crash with minor injuries.
A Mexican aviation official said the plane touched down on a runway that was
closed for repairs and that it stuck a parked truck and killed Its driver. It was not
known whether there were any casualties in the struck buildings.
The airport is considered difficult by pilots, with mountains nearby and with
about one million persons living in 20 blocks surrounding the field.
A WITNESS said the crash sounded like a clap of thunder and "there was a big
flash of light." The plane was demolished and pieces flew onto nearby houses...
Pedro Jose, a surviving passenger, said:
"It was a normal flight all the way from Los Angeles up to Mexico City airport.
Around three or four minutes before we were landing there was a lot of fog around
the place and the airplane sort of rattled up a bit and about a half a minute later it

Witness tells of Mexican crash
EDITOR'S NOTE - Here is a first
person accout by Pedro Ruiz of Costa
Rico, one of the survirors of yesterday's
crash of a Western Airlines DC-10 in
Mexico City.
Around five minutes before reaching
the Mexico City Airport, the plane tried
to take the runway, but there was a lot
of fog. So...my guess is that the pilot
didn't see the runway very good and he
tried to land anyway.
At first the airplane rattled a bit
before taking the runway. After that,
around a half a minute after that, it just
crashed into the ground.
WHEN I finally knew what was
li.ippening. I saw a lot of fire inside the

plane. I didn't hear an explosion, but
there was fire.
The seats were thrown all around
the place. There were people asking for
help, and people screaming and jumping. It was a real problem. There were
some people there, I assume that were
already dead, that were thrown on the
ground. It was a mess over there.
The airplane cracked open. Around
200 feet from where the body of the
plane crashed, there was a motor.
ONE OF THE seats of the plane was
pressing on me so I had to get the seat
off. After that I tried to pull my safety
belt, but the belt just didn't open so I

had to pull very hard on it so it would
open. Once the belt got open, I just
walked...and I was standing on the
runway.
When I finally got out of the plane, I
saw that it was completely on fire....
The pilot didn't warn us about
anything...My guess is that..he
probably hit something before landing...because there was a house and a
fence completely broken up. The fence
that surrounds the airport was completely torn up. There was a house right
in front of the airport that was on fire.
I believe it probably hit the building
before landing, but I really couldn't
tell."

Nader looks for DC-10 probe
CLEVELAND (API - Consumer activist Ralph Nader, who called for the
grounding of all DC-10S following a
crash in May, said he expects the
federal Aviation Administration will
thoroughly investigate Wednesday's
crash of a DC-10 jet in Mexico City.
Nader did not repeat his call for the
grounding of the jumbo jets following
the crash of a Western Airlines flight
from Los Angeles during a landing
Wednesday morning in Mexico City.

"The DC-10 is a very troubled aircraft." he told reporters in Cleveland,
citing major crashes in Chicago and

Paris.
NADER SAID he believed the FAA
would probably have a more thorough
investigation of the Mexico City accident than the previous crashes.
Within hours of a May 25 crash of a
DC-10 in Chicago, in which 273 persons
died, Nader called for the gounding of
all DC-lOs pending a nose-to-tail in-

spection of the aircraft.
He said the FAA restricted its investigation at that time to the engine
pylon areas of the aircraft because the
crash involved an engine falling off the
airplane.
'THAT DECISION to restrict the
investigaton may someday come back
to haunt that agency,"he said.
Nader was in Cleveland to support
the re-election bid of Mayor Dennis J.
Kucinich.

One man
believes
your voice counts.

just went flat, just crashed.
The plane popped right open and I was around two or three behind the wing so I
could get out. Inside the plane there was a lot of fire and a lot of dead people. Right
after the accident the seats were right on top of one another and the plane was
cracked open."
IN NEW YORK, experts said it was too soon to tell whether the crash of the
DC-10 would cause additional problems for the manufacturer of the aircraft,
McDonnell Douglas Corp. The company has been in the process of recovering from
a 37-day grounding of its DC-lOs after an American Airlines plane crashed last
May 25th at Chicago's O'Hare Airport, killing 273 persons, the worst aviation
disaster in U.S. history.
Some of the dead appeared to be children, witnesses said. In Los Angeles, the
airline said the plane had 88 persons aboard, 77 passengers, 11 crew. It said earlier
reports of a couple of more aboard total stemmed from the fact two flight attendants were listed both ways.

Soviet ships collide in busy strait
COPENHAGEN (AP) - A Soviet ship carrying scientists
and equipment for a polar expedition was lost in flames
Wednesday after it collided with another Soviet vessel
while sailing in the wrong sea lane of a busy Danish strait,
officials said. One man was killed, three were missing and
95 were saved by a swarm of rescue craft.
Two Soviet crewmen suffered critical burns and four
others less serious burns, officials said. All seven women
aboard were saved. There was no indication if the missing
persons were crewmen or part of the 41-member polar
expedition and none was immediately identified.
The Olenek sailed from I.eningrad Saturday and was
heading north through the Danish Great Belt strait to the
North Sea on the first stage of a voyage to the Canary
Islands, South America and Antarctica, maritime officials said.
The strait runs between Zealand and Fyn, Denmark's
biggest islands, and connects the Baltic and North seas.
INTERNATIONAL maritime rules require ships in the
belt - one of the world's busiest shipping lanes- to stay in
designated northbound and southbound traffic lanes,
officials said.
The Olenek. commanded by antartic verteran Capt.
Vladislav Ivanov. 38, was sailing on the left instead of the
right side of the channel, said Niels Bagge, Danish
Maritime Department spokesman.
It was dark at the time and the weather office said
visibility was fair in cold and stormy weather.

CAPT. IVANOV was plucked from the icy water with 22
others by the Swedish ferry Stena Olympica, en route
from Goteborg, Sweden, to Kiel, West Germany. He was
taken from the ferry by helicopter to the port of Korsoer,
where he was reported suffering from exposure.
The international treaty on free passage of the belt
does not require a pilot to be aboard, but Danish
authorities recommend pilots for ships over 40,000 tons.
Two pilots were aboard the tanker, but the Olenek did not
call for one, officials said.
The pilots on the General Shkodunovich said the
Olenenk steered straight toward the tanker, which had to
swing so far to the right it knocked over a fixed navigation
light.
THE SKIPPER of a dredger vessel which rescued 46
people said the Olenek was on the wrong side of the
channel.
Soviet Vice Consul Juri Labatchef told newsmen at
Korsoer that cause of the collision whould be determined
by a Soviet court since the ships were in international
waters.
The Olenek's first mate, Igor Vrontsov, 36, said he,
Ivanov and two seamen were on the bridge when the ships
collided. He said the midship tanks caught Ore and the
flames destroyed the lifeboats.
Hours later, the Olenek was still ablaze and the Danish
said it was a burned out hulk.

READ THE NEWS
"Bowling Green - A Great Place to Work,
Live, Study and Raise a Family."

BARRETT
As a graduate of BGSU, Chuck
15,in let I knows how vital your
opinions are for the progressive
development of Bowling Green.
And he knows from first-hand
experience.
Chuck Bartiett is the only
Mayor who has ever actively
sought student opinion.
/Vs Mayor from 1972 to 1976, Chuck
established regular meetings with
students andadministralors to
review the mutual concerns of the
campus and community. NO ONE,
PHIOI1 TO OR SINCF. HIS ADMINISTRATION. HAS MADE THIS EFFORT.

Dick Newlove
As Mayor. Chuck will
re-establish open meetings
with students and city
administrators on a regular
basis.
To do so, he needs your support.
On November 6th, VOTE
It Alt III: I l FOR MAYOR. Because
one man believes vour voice counts.

BARRETT
HAM I I.K IT K)H MAYOR.

N.miuH Cooper, Chairman* '■-'■ Wallace Ave. • Howling Green, Ohio 43402
Hiiicl Politic-ill Advertisement.

The Man.

EDUCATION
• Bowling Green Schools
• Bowling Green High
School—1965
B.G.S.U.—1969
ORGANIZATIONS

EXPERIENCE
• Taught Social Studies
for 5 years
• Businessman for 5 years
• City Council - 4 years
(Finance Chairman)

• Kiwanis—Board of Directors
• Chamber of Commerce, Trustee
• Industrial Development
Corporation, Trustee
• Hope House, Trustee
• Elks
• St. Aloysius Church, Usher
CommittM to R«-EI*ct N«wlov«. Bruca H. B«llord Chairman

Political Adv»ftr»«m«nt
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Nuclear power favored but
nuclear burial ground unwanted
BARNWELL, S. C. (AP) - Nuclear
energy is no bugaboo in Bam well County, South Carolina, where the country's
last operating commercial nuclear
burial ground is located.
Folks here support nuclear power.
They Just don't want to live in the nation's nuclear dump.
To that effect, Gov. Dick Ililey on
Wednesday ordered a 50 percent reduction in the amount of low-level nuclear
waste that may be buried in South
Carolina, a two-year process to begin
immediately.
At a news conference in Columbia,
S.C., Riley said the Bamwell site will
continue to accept all low-level nuclear
waste generated in South Carolina, but
will reduce shipments from other

risks...," List said.
Riley said Wednesday he thought
resolution of the problem was essential
to continued nuclear development in
the United States and he hoped his announcement would spark national action.
"I do think there will be a reaction in
Congress. ... We should decide first
things first," he said. "We can't keep
proceeding Into a never-never land saying someday" we'll do something about
nuclear waste storage.
RILEY'S cutback order sharply
reduces the disposal options available
to hospitals, research labs and commercial reactors, which daily create
such low-level waste as contaminated
clothing and reactor sludge.
For now, nuclear facilities are storing waste on site. How long they can do
that "depends on the type of waste,"
said Louise Dressen of the U.S. Department of Energy. She said hospitals
which use nuclear equipment for
diagnosis and treatment have only a
two-to three-week storage capacity.

states.

RILEY HAD foreshadowed the decision last week, telling reporters has
state would not absorb the waste turned
away from Washington state and
Nevada, whose governors closed
disposal sites there.
A month ago, low-level nuclear
wastes generated in the United States
were trucked to just three sites 15 percent to the Hanford site near Richland,
Wash.; 5 percent to Beatty, Nev.; and
80 percent to Barn well, with more than
half of that coming from the Northeast.
On Oct. 4, Gov. Dixy Lee Ray closed
the Washington dump, citing unsatisfactory enforcement of shipping
regulations.
ON OCT.J3, Nevada Gov. Robert List
closed the site near Reno. "I'm just
tired of having to assume the responsibility for having our people take the

/

Cancer
Society

"YOU'LL FIND IT AT FINDERS"
YOUR MOST COMPLETE RECORD STORE
WITH THE

photo by AP

Best

WASHINGTON (AP)-Presldent Carter's Three MUe Island
commission drew fire from two key congressional chairmen
Wednesday for {ailing to recommend some form of
moratorium on nuclear power plants.
"In the absence of a moratorium there will beaU.idency to
use Band-Aids where surgery is required," said Rep. Morris
Udall, D-Ariz., chairman of the House Interior Committee.
And Sen. Gary Hart, D-Colo., chairman of the Senate
nuclear regulation subcommittee, said, "I am troubled by
the commission's decision not to recommend a delay in construction of new plants" In light of its other findings.
UDALL and Hart made the remarks in prepared opening
statements for a Joint hearing on the presidential commission's day-old findings.
Chairman John G. Kemeny and a majority of the
12-member presidential commission were to defend their
179-page report on the March 28 accident at the nuclear
power plant near Harrisburg, Pa. the commission presented
its report to the president Tuesday.
The report generally leveled a broad indictment at the
nuclear industry and its regulators but stopped short of
recommending a moratorium-an issue on which the commission was closely divided.
MEANWHILE, an Associated Press-NBC News Poll showed Wednesday that most Americans appear to favor a
moratorium on new nuclear plants until safety issues can be
resolved.
However, the majority sentiment for such a moratorium is
not solely the result of the Three MUe Island accident At
most, the accident appears to have intensified existing support found for such a moratorium is an AP-NBC News poll
| late last year.
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Cincinnati faculty
{back in classroom
CINCINNATI (AP)-Many University of Cincinnati faculty
members were back In the classroom for the first time in a
week Wednesday after ending a strike at Ohio's second
largest university.
University officials said that although no official count had
Ibeen made, every Indication was that striking faculty had
Iretumed to classes.
The American Association of University Professors,
representing the state supported school's 1,800 teachers and
tant professors, and the university reached a tentative
ment Tuesday night.
THINGS seem to be getting back to normal, which Is a
nice sight to see," said Ken Service, a university
ipokesman.
News of the tentative settlement touched off a series of
.pontaneous celebrations around campus, and many of the
University's 38,000 students said they were weary of the
■rtainty of not knowing whether their classes would meet.
"I feel great," said senior Jim Smith. "I was worrying
bout cancelling the quarter. You go to a class and don't
iw U the professor will be there or not. It, the strike, would
less up my graduation."
STUDENTS will not have to attend makeup days under
erms of a tentative agreement.
'If it had gone on longer something might have had to be
lone," said University President Henry Wlnkler. "We losv
his many days to snow in the winter quarter and found ways
li make it up."
Lowell Leake, president of the union, said wage increases
elude 2 percent and 8900 retroactive to Sept 1; 3 percent
us a dental plan effective Feb. 1,1980; f 1,000 Increase Sept.
1980, and another 3 percent Feb. 1,1981.
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Eugene Pine, 19, adjusts the brekee of hie bicycle In Iront of hie Elizabeth. N.J. home.
Plna, who lost hie left arm end right leg to borne suffered while playing In a railroad yerd
three years ago, le pfenning to make e SO-mlle ride to the Statehouee In Trenton next

Congressmen lash
nuclear committee

"The governors of the three states
will be meeting with Nuclear
Regulatory Commission chairman
Joseph Hendrie on Nov. 8 to discuss
what assurances they can get on the enforcement of transportation and
packaging regulations," she said.
IN RURAL Bamwell County, nuclear
energy gets lumped in with apple pie
and baseball on the all-American list.
The county, a place of scattered
woods and farmland, is home to ChemNuclear Systems Inc., which operates
the waste dump; the federal Savannah
River nuclear power plant, and a
research facility run by Allied General
Nuclear Services Inc. The facilities provide livelihoods for 12 percent of the
residents of three counties.
Esther Williams, 48, a secretary at
the Savannah River Plant for 18 years,
describes herself as "pro-nuclear" I
think nuclear power is the only answer
to today's problems. People are always
afraid of something new; they were
afraid of electricity when that first
began to be used."

ALBUMS
e TRACK
CASSETTES
45V
BLANK TAPES
BVLlfeUt liil&Ltlas
RECORD CARE PRODUCTS GIFT CERTIFICATES
- Introducing our CUSTOM T-SHIRTS & JERSEYS

YOUR MUSIC
LIBRARY
Joe Corral was one of the founders of
KARMA, Bowling Green's first drug Intervention center and chaired the merger of
Crisis Phone and KARMA Into what is now
known as The Link. He served as the first
president and is now a member of the Board
of Trustees for Wood County Human Services (The Link). Joe Corral is concerned
about student problems and will continue to
listen to their Ideas and concerns.

RE-ELECT

JOSEPH CORRAL
FIRST WARD COUNCILMAN
DEMOCRAT
NEIGHBORS TO RE-ELECT CORRAL, Kathy
Striggow, Chairperson, 267 S. Summit St.,
Bowling Green, Ohio.
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BROTHERS OF SIGMA PHI EPSILON
WELCOME THEIR NEW ACTIVES
FRANK ANGELLE TOM HERINGHAUS
GEORGE DILLMAN
PAT KENNEDY
ROB HEIMAN
ED LEE
STEVE WILKEN

niimm
CAMPUS
MOVIES
"AHHchcock
Sampler"
Film Festival

ABORTION
TOLL FREE
9 o.m. - 10 p.m.

1 -800-438-8039

"UK Birds"
Thur. Night
8:00 P.M.
210 MSC
Free W/I.D.

Thursday, November 1. 1979

BIBLES, BOOKS,
MUSIC, CARDS,
GIFTS, & 1980
CALENDARS

ZtA.rn.am
"—"*"*

XE

Hr :

» «**

10AM-5PM

Sot 10ArvV«PM

Hi. TO S-. J.M. ~4 »•.'

Dean's Advisory Council of the College of Business Administration
•:30 a.m. to3 p.m.
Second Floor Lounge, Business Administration
Free schedule advising tor business students.
world Student Association

Adidas Pro Model
reg. $49

Adidas Super Star

now $35

Lost Ig. gold ring containing 4
opals 4 one ruby. Reward of
fered. Call 353-7379.
Found 1 meal coupon book with
serial number on E. Wooster.
Call 352 33)0

reg $44

Adidas Star (all purpose) now $26.40
reg $33

Lockor Room Sporting Goods

RIDES
Riders needed Thanksgiving vac.
New York city and area. Call
354 1931 or 354-11*7.

The Chi Os have been scoping
Through the campus with care
In hopes that diet Chee O Prospect
Will find his way there

goooooooooooooooooooooooooooooog

Escort Service
Offered
call 372-0360
sponsored by S.G.A.
Sun.-Thurs.
7P.M.-12:30A.M.

So, be on your guard guys.
And keep up your hopes -Whoooo knows -- maybe YOtfLL be
One of OUR Chee O Scopes!

Congratulations DELTS on taking FIRST place at the OZ
volleyball Tournament. Get
Psyched for the tea. A what?? A
TEA!! OH, THIS IS A TEA!!
Love, the Alpha Phi's.

Mike Brand Goo Phoo Boo was a
success, Thanks. L.
Crash Course in Life 4 Career
Planning, Sat. Nov. 3, 9 a.m. to 5
p.m. United Christian Fellowship
Center, 313 Thurstln Dr. Ross
Miller, leader Deadline, Nov 2.
Call 352 7534.

Chee Omunga 79
Twas the night before Chee O
And al through the town
The guys not yet asked
WeVe bummed to the max and down!

QUET CLUB Is now offering
special student memberships.
Call 352-3*41 for more Informe
lion.

To the best roomlt: Thanks for
the rose 4 thanks for all your sup
port! Love Schwedo

112 S. Main St. BG

Thank You
Endicott, Pisanellos, Carpet City,
S.B.X., Locker Room, Finders,
Pfisterers Gladieux Mens Store
and Peterson's Bakery
for a successful Spooktacular
and Billiards Tournament.

SERVICES OFFERED
Expert Typing
Reasonable Rates.
352 7305.

Next To New Shop. Clothing,
housewares. Priced Low) Open
Tues. 10-4, Frl. 1-7:30. St.
Aloysius School. 2nd floor.

Fast, accurate typing.
II yrs. experience
Call 357 6773.
Pregnancy Aid & Understanding.
EMPA. 353-7041 4 217-4*39
(local).
Birth control, test for pregnancy,
VO, early abortion at Toledo
Medical Service. Call (419)
243 3179 tor an appt

Nov. 3 Is f lamer day, when you' 11
tind the Gammers 4 their dates
in the hay! Get psyched for the
hayrlde!!
DAVE LEE: Just wanted to wish
you a Happy B Day Love a super
weekend! Love, The Fox Den on
E. Merry.
Deb Wiseman, congrats on being
elected V Pres., a. pledging
AT O. Lil* Sis Love your Double
Pledge Sister.

VALENTINE
FOR MAYOR

oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo

PERSONALS
Tnanks Tacs, Beth, Skee'sie. Lin
da 4 all the Alpha Sigs tor the
best birthday ever! t had the best
time! Love you, Carolyn PS
Thanks P.O. for the dinner!
Margie, is It true Ann Glary is go
ing to solo at your wedding next
yearI??
The Brothers of Sigma Phi Ep
sllon would like to welcome their
1979 Golden Heart Pledge Class.

*

Listens to Student Views
and Puts Them Into Action.
1. Maintains an open door policy so any stu- 6. Insisted that the new waste-water treatment plant be located East of I-75. Poe
dent can talk to any City official.
2. Appointed students to City Boards and Ditch enclosed from its Western terminus
to Mercer Road.
Commissions.
3. Supported sidewalks for South College 7. Provided good day to day service with no
Drive where many students walk.
increase in taxes.
4. Supported repaying of East Wooster 8. Maintained a spirit of cooperation, not
Street at minimal cost to City.
confrontation with BGSU students.
5. Cooperated with BGSU on parking lots, 9. Encouraged a friendly spirit of cooperaexchange of real estate for waste-water tion between BGSU Security Officers and
treatment plant.
City Police Department.
10. Strongly supports BGSU academic,
cultural, athletic and other events.
11. Actively worked on registration and participation of student voters.

RE-ELECT

MAYOR PERKINS
we Cant Afford Not TO
Citizens for Perkins
Bruce Bellord/Sue Crawford/Don Wilcox:
330 Brigham Lane, B.G. O

Co-Chairpersons

43402

Kenny: W* really didn't forget
you! How could we? Love ya •
Beth, Amber, Roby.
Phi Delts Thanks for the super
tea on Friday! The costumes
were great. We all had a fan
tastic time! Love. The Sisters of
Phi W.M.
Custom design silkscreenlng for
dorms, sorority-fraternity.
Orders 50 plus. Lowest prices in
BG. Al Carr 352 6934.

Just arrived -WRESTLING
UNIFORMS 4 SHOES In BGSU
colors. Locker Room Sporting
Goods, 112 S. Main St., BG.

Bow Hunting Workshop. Student
Rec Center Archery Room. Nov.
6. 0. 13. 15. 7-9 p.m. Course
centered around white-tall deer.
Contact Rec Center 2 2711.

Check It out-UPTOWN has it alll
Every Thurs.-Fri. Set. 2 for
11 10 Monday all nite long No
Cover.

Come clean at Kirk's!!
Kirk's Coin O Mat
709 S Main.

Ghosts & Goblins 4 Halloween
Fright! The PI Kapp Lil Sis' are
psyched for Thursday Night!
Boooo.

MAYOR PERKINS

2 4 p.m.
17 Williams Hall
international Coffee Hour Free and open to all
Arab American Association
2 4 p.m.
17 Williams Hall
international Coffee Hour. Free and open to all

classified.
LOST 4 FOUND

SALE! SALE! SALE!

VALENTINE
FOR MAYOR

campus calendar

"Subs N Suds" all campus beer
Mast Friday, November 2nd
from 112 in NE Commons. 5 ft.
subs provided by Sub Me Quick.
Admission 51.00 plus ID. Beer
Blast sponsored by Marketing
Club.

S356 weekly guaranteed, work 2
hours ($178 for one hour). Send
postcard for free brochure. Char
thouse 9, 1585 C Burton Court,
Aurora, III. 60505
Happy Birthday Drew! Are
classifieds the next best thing to
being there?
Sis-thanks tor everything Sat.
night. Yo^re the GREATEST,
Your CRESENT LITTLE.

on Thursday. We are looking for
ward to a great time! Love, The
SWin of Phi Mu.
Several types of government
business loans now available In
Bowling Green area. 530.000 to
SlOO million dollars. Term 7 30
yrs. Call today to see if you
qualify. Peoples Financial of
Toledo. (419) 8*5 5767
Anyone interested in obtaining a
Lasalle's credit card or needing
more application blanks for
Marketing Club's Lasalle's
credit card campaign should contact Robin Kark at 372 1509
before Nov. 7th.
CHECK OUT UPTOWNI The
Best of Both Worlds- Disco
Room Rock N Roll Bar-Game
Room*, Pool Room all under one
roof.
_^__
Congratulations John Fortune &
Mike Miller on winning The Tom
Jones Scholarship Awards. The
fifittt.
GAMMA PHI'S. The Huggie
Buggies are prepared to
chalMmoe you to a 3.2.
SQUARE DANCE!! Saturday,
Nov. 3, 1:30-11:30 p.m. NE Com
mons. Sponsored by Ufttvvrsiry
4 H Club.
BE INFORMED.
READ TIME
Kim: to a Super Pledge Trainer
(who makes great punchl)
Thanks for the Warm up party.
Love. Your Alpha Phi Pledger.
Hey Mouse 4 Monkey Brains:
Get psyched for next year! Pig
plat.
Actives of Alpha Phi: we love
you actives, oh yes we do, we
snuck in Sunday, we sure tooled
you, you nt^r caught us-The
prank's on youl Oh Actives we
love you! Love, Your "FOXY"
Pledges.
BEER
DELIVERY
now
available thru Sub Me Quick's
"BEER DELIVERY CLUB."
Call 3524663 for details. Just
another way to serve you better.
LOR l: Congrats on your engage
mentl Alpha Epsllon Pi brothers
and Lil' Sis.
Congratulations Alpha Phi
volleyball Team for placing
FIRST in the D2 Volleyball Tour
nament. Love, Alpha Phi
PJtOjML
HEY DELTS A certain Chi-0
knows who Linie Caesar is.
To all the Apes: Thanks for making Lil Sis Rush a success!
Sfi&tttflB.

WANTfP
F. rmte. needed for Wtr. 4 Spr.
Qtr. Apt. is not tar from campus.
353 0749,
l F. rmte. to share 2 bdrm. apt.
S120 mo. Close to campus.
352S340.
1 F. rmte. Wtr. 4 Spr. Qtr. 1*1.25
mo. plus elec. Call 352-3905 eves.

7T Mfrfl?! ****•
M. rmte. needed 111 7th St. Apt.
4. 352 8710, ask for Dana after

tatBim,
Becky, the no. 1 cool. Congratula
tions on making Sig Ep
Goidenhearts. We know you'll be
the best l The Nerds.
THE BOWLING GREEN RAC

Lil Ann congratulations on your
activation. I'm so proud of you!
Love, Barb.
Phi Tau't-Th* Phi Mu't are
psyched for a SUPER warm up

F. rmte. needed Wtr. 4 Spr. Qtrs.
•95 mo. Call Mary or Nancy

353 5430,
M. rmte. needed Immed. $110
mo. all util. Includ. Own bdrm.
Call 352-8Sf1.

HRLP WANTED
Could you use SlOO a week bet
ween now and Christmas.
Unlimited opportunities in
jewelry sales. For more info, call
Linda Kitchen 833 31*0. The Mer
chant Prince.
Pt. 4 full-time days 4 evenings.
Vim Temporaries. Call 353 5*23
for appointment.
Waller or waitress wanted. Apply between J-4 p.m. PAOLIAI'S
■AST.
Director, daycare ctr. Fulltime.
Training and experience In early
childhood educ. required. Ap
plication deadline Nov. 9. Ph.
352 3612, weekday morning*.
Brandywlne Ski Resort has full
time joos-lnside or outside- for
men or gals who can drop out
winter quarter. Pay starts at
$3.50 per hour; can earn S2500.
before spring and save most of it.
Free sleeping quarters provided.
Write to Box 343, Northfleld, Oh
440*7 4, tell us about yourself

PPH Mil
United half tare coupons. 530 a
piece. Call Kevm 354 1931 or
354-1167.
1970 Delta 88 $400 or best offer.
MMtMO after *p.m.
Crate, CR 1 amplifier. Very por
fable, excel), practice amp. Call
Johnia-MfQ.
Harmon Kardon 330C Stereo
receiver 5180. Ph 354 1729.
3 American Airline 50* discount
tickets. t50 each. 353-5340.
1976 Pontiac Sunbird, excellent
gas mileage! Moving, must sell!
Make offer. Ph. 353 5048 after 4
p.m.

FOR RENT
Room tor rent inexpensive. John,
313 Palmer Immed. Occupancy
Students can't miss-3 bdrm. 3
bathrooms, basement 4 yard.
Home Rentals, inc. 352 7387 or
ffl7'|9.
Unfurn. 2 bdrm. $200 mo. plus
util. Downtown location, avail.
.1-.5-79. Ph. 353 5048 after 4 p.m.
There's a $5.00 discount for
BGSU students. We have over 40
units for rent. Home Rentals Inc.
353 7387 4 352 7119.
3 bdrm. apt. unfurn. 3 blks. from
campus. $210 mo. Call Dave
354-1193.
Must see! 2 bdi.H. dup.. u Appliances furn. Porch, plenty of
storage space. All util. pd. Home
Rentals, inc. 353-7387 4 353-7189.
Quiet for studying, furn.
carpeting, drapes, most util. pd.
$100 mo. Home Rentals, inc.
353 7387 4 352 7189.
Need a F. rmte. New turn. apt.
Storage space. Garbage disposal
4 more. $95 mo. AM util. pd.
Home Rentals, Inc. 352 7387 4
ag-7iB*.
For you 4 your friend. Upstairs
unfurn. 3 bdrms.. yard, all util.
pd. Students welcome. Home
Rentals, Inc. Ph. 352 7387 4
J&Z1IT
Catch thlt 2 bdrm. unfurn. apt.
with patio s. storage space. Most
util. pd. Near Univ. Home Hen
tels. Inc. MUX! k )M 71I9.

If I haven't got cancer by now I'll never get it. I just
don't want to know. No one in my family ever had cancer
anyway. My husband told me not to worry. 1 was going
to go but I rerrigaJMreajthe goldfish needed feeding. It
sick on the way.
was raining out,
t. Who cares. I
I overslept and
d the bus. The
don't have a d
rgot.
earn
Ih.
The
golf f
in
right now. If
I went to the
went to the doc1
;e it. It's against
wrong doctor's.
lose a few pounds first.
my religion
Id fall apart without
I'm too busy right m
tor's and he lived
me. My father nevei
about
it. Nothing's
until he was 90. I
re
are too cold.
wrong with m
old to care.
I'm too young,
to stay home
I thought on
and fix dinner. I never heard of it.fJJf/boss wouldn't give
me the day off anyway. There was a great sale on linens
I couldn't miss. The car had a funny rattle. No one in
my family ever had cancer. I'm not afraid of cancer. I

American Cancer Society
T

«>w.ooo«rsiMm>oBiTHiruiusKSJiAiAn»ucaknci
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Indians' Wise among
baseball free agents

slatf photo by Tim Carrlg
BG harriers Pete Murtaugh (left) and Steve Housley set the pace in the
Ball State meet at the University Qolf Course earlier this season. The two

••nlors along with their five teammates travel to Kent State Saturday to
™n ,n tn* MAC championships.

BG harriers hope for 'up'meet at MAC
by Rob Bouklssen
staff reporter

It is Mid-American Conference
IMAC) championship time for
Bowling Green's men's cross
country team Saturday at Kent
State, and if things go like they have
been, the results should be good for
BG.
Inconsistency has plagued the
Falcon harriers over a major part of
the season, but the interesting fact of
this inconsistency is that is has
occured on a weekly basis.
Four weeks ago BG came in an
impressive seventh in a field of 53
teams at the Notre Dame
Invitational. The following week
they had a poor showing against a
weak Ball State team only defeating
the Cardinals by two points.
Then in the Ohio Intercollegiates
two weeks ago, the Falcons came
away with the title of "Ohio's best"
by winning the 33-team meet.
AND LAST week at the Central

Collegia tes in Kalamazoo, BG hit the
down cycle again finishing sixth out
of 13 teams.
Is it time for an "up" performance
from the harriers?
Bowling Green Coach Mel Brodt
admits he hopes it is, but he is not
relying on superstition alone,
"It all depends on who runs the
smartest race," Brodt said. "Time
doesn't mean a thing."
Brodt said a key for Falcon success in the race will be the performances of his top three runners,
Pete Murtaugh. Steve Housley and
John Anich.
"THEY HAVE got to be In the top
ten," he said. "The other two (who
will count in the scoring) must place
in the high teens."
The other four runners, who will
most likely be among the latter
group Brodt was referring to, will be
Jeff Martin, Dave Agosta, Bruce
Washko andHolgerHUIe.
Brodt said it will probably be a
three-team race between Miami,

| Valentine for Mayor
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Valentine for Mayor

"WE'VE GOT as good a chance as
anybody if we run a smart race," he
said. "This is the week that counts."
Those sentiments were concurred
with by Murtaugh, BG's most
consistent performer this season
with three individual wins.
"I think our chances are pretty
good," he said. "It's going to be
interesting, but if everybody runs
the way they can, we could win it.
"John, Steve and I are capable of
placing In the top ten. But the fourth
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Most of you know me thru my banking affiliation with The Cygnet Savings Bank.
I was born and educated in Bowling Green and lived there until 1953.

j

A very personal friend of mine is running for Mayor and all I can say is, if he
wins, Bowling Green is in for one of the greatest movements forward for years
to come. That candidate is Douglas Valentine. Doug and I go back a long time.
I've known him and his family since high school in Bowling Green.
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Pittsburgh Pirates; relief pitcher Don
Stanhouse of the American League
champion Baltimore Orioles; second
baseman Jje Morgan, pitcher Fred
Norman and outfielder Paul Blair of the
National League West champion
Cincinnati Reds; and pitcher Nolan
Ryan of the American League West
champion California Angels.
Among others who have declared
their intentions of going the re-entry
route are outfielder Roy White, first
baseman George Scott, pitcher Don
Hood and utilityman Lenny Handle of
the Yankees; outfielder Jose Cruz of
Houston; outfielder-first baseman Jay
Johnstone of San Diego; pitchers Skip
Lockwood and Andy Hassler and first
baseman Ed Kranespool of the New
York Mets; infielder Jorge Orta of the
Chicago White Sox; and designated
hitter Willie Horton ot the Seattle
Mariners.
Still considering free agency but not
yet declared are veterans like Tony
Perez of Montreal, Bob Watson of
Boston, Willie McCovey of San Francisco and Bruce Kison of Pittsburgh.

Williams not surprised
by Montreal's season
IRVINE,Calif. (AP)- The Montreal
Expos, formerly a joke, may be on the
verge of becoming a juggernaut. If that
occurs, one person who won't be surprised is Dick Williams.
Williams, who in 1979 guided the Expos to by far the best season in the
11-year history of the franchise, was
formally honored Tuesday as The
Associated Press National League
Manager of the Year.
Williams received 113 votes in
balloting of sports writers and sport
scasters to 95 for runnerup Bill Virdon
of the Houston Astros. Cincinnati's
John McNamara was third with 32
votes, followed by Pittsburgh's Chuck
Tanner with 19 and St. Louis' Ken
Hover with 2.
"I appreciate the honor, I'm quite
thrilled," Williams said at his home in
Irvine, Calif. "The players were fantastic. I said in the spring that we could
definitely be contenders but I didn't

know if we'd be in the race until the last
day of the season."
THE EXPOS finished with a 9545
record. Their best mark in 10 previous
years was 79-82 and they had never
finished higher than fourth in the sixteam NL East Division. Montreal
finished second to Pittsburgh by two
games this year and wasn't eliminated
until the final day of the season.
"Our pitching was even better this
year than we anticipated and I think
our chances next year and in the future
are excellent," said the 50-year-old
Williams. "We have the necessary ingredients. But we all know that Pittsburgh is a very good team.
"I was thrilled that Pitsburgh won
the World Series. T.at made ourseason
look even better. We plan to make a few
changes if we can to strengthen our ball
club. We'll be meeting to discuss that
soon."

Valentine for Mayor |
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and fifth place finishers for us are
the keys."
Housley, the team captain, thinks
that it might take a little better
performance from Murtaugh, Anich
and himself.
"TO BE in contention, us three
probably will have to finish in the top
seven." Housley said.
"This is the meet we have been
pointing to all year. If everybody
runs up to their potential and gives
100 percent, we can win."
Anich, who was hobbled by a knee
injury last year but who is healthy
now, also likes the Falcon chances.
"We are just as good as everybody
else." he said. "If allot us have good
races, we can win.
"Everybody figures that Pete has
to have a good race, but it is not just
one or two having a good race. It has
got to be everybody."
The course, according to Brodt, is
"no tougher than some we have
already been on this season. It has
got some hills, but there will be no
advantage to any team."

Toledo and BG, but admitted that
Western Michigan and Eastern
Michigan could be darkhorses.
"Western wasn't a factor until last
week (where they finished two
places ahead of BG)," Brodt said.
"And nobody knows much about
Eastern. They were ranked third in
the pro-season poll."
No matter what the competition
looks like, however, Brodt likes his
team's chances of winning after
three straight years of second place
finishes in the MAC.

NEW YORK (AP) - Thirty-six
baseball players have declared for free
agency, Marvin Miller, executive
director of the Major League Players
Association, said Tuesday.
But the number can go up or down
between now and next Monday - three
days before the annual re-entry draft of
veteran players.
Eligible players - even those who
previously have declared for the draft still can sign with their old clubs up to
72 hours before the draft. After Monday, however, the rosters are locked in
until the draft is completed.
Among the major leaguers who have
notified Miller's office that they plan to
go through the draft procedure are a
host of familiar names including
shortstop Bucky Dent of the New York
Yankees, most valuable player in the
1978 World Series, reliever Al Hrabosky
and shortstop Fred Patek of the Kansas
City Royals, and pitchers Dave Goltz of
Minnesota, Rudy May of Montreal and
Rick Wise of Cleveland.
THE LIST also includes infielder
Ronnie Stennett of the world champion

He has proven himself over the years in so many ways. He knows Bowling
Green and its problems. With Doug's business background, knowledge and
experience in community problems, such as zoning, planning and the inner
workings of local government, he could be one of the best Mayors Bowling
Green has ever had.

O

IF THIS WERE YOUR KID SISTER
YOU WOULD WANT HER TO
HAVE THE BEST SCHOOLS
POSSIBLE
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I have never known him to skirt an issue or back down to the political machine
against him. If he's right, or if it's in the best interest of the citizens of
Bowling Green, Doug has spent, and would spend, endless hours to get the
job done.
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I would venture to say he has probably attended every Council meeting, missing none, for several years, and further, has a better attendance record of
the same than any Council member serving.

CD

2

You will all recall the many things he has already done for the community;
the blizzard period for one, and others too numerous to mention.

S

Doug Valentine's honesty and integrity are above reproach. As F. G. Skibbie
so aptly put it in a previous letter, "Doug believes in Bowling Green and its
future and will work tirelessly and unselfishly for it in every possible way."
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I believe in Doug Valentine and I further wish to publicly endorse him. I hop*
you will, too. You won't be disappointed. JitrCtttaqnts of Bowling G*eeif are. - very lucky to have three very qualified candidates running for AMyor^Wftl,'
personally, believe the right man for^he job is Doug^aleatine.
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VOTE YES FOR

THE BOWLING GREEN SCHOOL LEVIES
NOVEMBER 6th
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Paid to* by Valentine for Mayor Committee Marilyn Valentine Treasurer 530 So Maple Si Bowling Green 43402
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Valentine for Mayor

Valentine for Mayor

Valentine for Mayor
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MRS LYNNE MAZURE, TREAS
SUPPORT OUR SCHOOLS
942 FAIRVIEW
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Faine joins
injured list

Windy
BG defeats Notre Dame, 2-1
by Pat Kennedy
etell reporter

On a Halloween afternoon, the
wind played tricks on both the Notre
Dame and Bowling Green soccer
teams.
But the Falcons were a step ahead
of their opponent, scoring with and
against the wind, taking a 2-1 win.
BG took a 1-0 lead at the 12:01
mark in the first half when Eric
Sorenson took a loose ball in the
Irish penalty area and scored. The
score remained the same until 1:44
into the second period, when John
Bapst, on an assist from Dieter
Wimmer, scored to give the Falcons
a 2-0 lead.
Falcon Coach Gary Palmisano
said the second goal was an important one.
"THE TURNING point of the
game was scoring less than two
minutes into the second half against
the wind," he said. "We played a 20minute spurt against the wind (in
the second half) where we really

dominated play."
"We had a hard time in the first
half with timing. The wind would
carry the balls off of the field."
Palmisano also said he was
pleased with his team's balanced
scoring.
"It's nice to have two others
score," he said. "That's an important key-scoring from the
midfielders. Dieter (Wimmer) gave
us some good leadership."
Notre Dame's score came with
5:52 remaining in the game when
Kevin Lovejoy scored on a penalty
kick. Palmisano said the ND score
was a result of lost momentum.
"WE TOOK the (second half)
kickoff, went down and scored," he
said. "Later they got the ball deep in
our end and it's difficult to play
control soccer against the wind. I
felt we had control for most of the
game, but we lost momentum late in
the match."
"We played very well for sixty-

five minutes."
Notre Dame stands at 16-10-1 for
the season, while BG raised its
record to 0-5-3. More importantly,
Palmisano said, the win over the
Irish helped team morale.
"We didn't have very good
practices this week-we had a little
turmoil," he said. "It's good to get
back on the winning side."
"WE'RE FIGHTING right now for
pride, for a winning season, to
reflect on the attitude for winter and
spring ball, and to reflect on the
attitude for recruiting. We have to
keep working on our maturity."
Corner kicks.. The Falcons now
travel to East Lansing, Mich.,
Saturday to take on the Spartans of
Michigan State. BG and MSU have
one common opponent this seasontrie Spartans suffering a 2-0 loss to
the Irish.
Last year the Irish were 21-3-1
while BG was 9-3. This is the Irish's
third year competing on the varsity
level in soccer.

staff photo by Tim Weslhoven
BO senior Mike O'Rourke drlbblei away from a Noire Dime
defender In action yesterday. The Falcone defeated the Fighting
Irish, 2-1.

Joe Faine, a Junior forward from Mt.
Cory on Bowling Green's basketball
team, underwent surgery yesterday
morning at Wood County Hospital to
remove a bone chip in his right elbow.
The bone chip la the result of an injury he suffered In high school, and the
condition has deteriorated since then.
Faine is the fourth returning letlerman lost by the Falcons this fall.
Junior forward Scott Spencer was
declared academically ineligible,
senior guard Dan Shumaker was lost
for the season to knee surgery and
senior forward Mitch Kopystynsky was
lost for six to eight weeks because of
torn ligaments in his thumb.
"Joe is certainly an outstanding
player," BG Coach John Weinert said.
"Last year we were 8-4 midway
through the season when we lost Joe to
mononucleosis. With him out of the lineup, we won just six of our last 15 games.
We really can't afford to lose him."
The 6-5 Faine started every game for
the Falcons as a freshman, averaging
12.3 points per game. Last year he was
averaging 14.7 points a game when he
was knocked out of the line-up with
mononucleosis.
Faine's availability for this season is
very much up in the air. "We are not
optimistic about his chances," Weinert
said.
BG opens its 27-game schedule Dec. 1
hosting Baldwin-Wallace

Rejuvenated Catamounts challenge Falcon icers
by Oeve Lewandowskl
assistant sports editor

Bowling Green hockey Coach Jerry
York said he wanted his team to play
top contenders in order to improve.
He'U get exactly what he ordered when
the Vermont Catamounts invade the Ice
Arena for a two-game series at 7:30
p.m. Friday and Saturday.
The Falcons, with a 1-2-1 record after
tying and winning against U.S. International last weekend, defeated the
Catamounts three times last season, 5-2
and 7-2 at the Ice Arena and 3-0 in the
Brown Holiday Tournament.

But Vermont will provide more
competition for the Falcons this time
around, according to York.
"THIS SERIES will be another good
test for us," York said. "They are a
good team capable of beating us. They
have good overall speed and put a
premium on passing and puck control.
They are an exciting team to watch and
one of the best teams in the East."
York isn't just complimenting the
Catamounts when he says they are one
of the best teams in the East. Vermont
is ranked fourth in the nation by Hockey
magazine in its preseason poll. Bowling
Green is 10th in both the Hockey_

magazine
and
WMPL-coaches
preseason poll.
Vermont, playing in its opening
games, is led by All-America defenseman Louis Cote. Cote had nine goals
and 30 assists last season. Junior center
Craig Homola (24-31-55) and goaltcnder
Sylvain Turcotte are other players that
give the Catamounts a legitimate bid
for an Eastern Collegiate Athletic
Conference (ECAC) playoff title.
THE CATAMOUNTS finished eighth in
the ECAC last year with a 12-18 record.
But with Cote, Homola, Turcotte and
the addition of 12 freshmen to the
squad, Vermont Coach Jim Cross

IATIVE EDUCATIONI
OPPORTUNITIES!
On Tuesday, November 6, at 6:00 p.m. a representative from CLEVELAND METROPARKS will be on
campus to talk with students interested in the following Cooperative Education positions:
Interpretive Naturalist-background in natural
sciences
Wildlife Management-background in environmental
studies or biology
Photojournalist-background in photography and
strong writing ability
6:00 p.m.-7:00 p.m. General Presentation by
Cleveland Metroparks Personnel
7:00 p.m.-8:00 p.m. Informal Discussion
for Interested Students
These positions, available through the Cooperative
Education Program, involve a two-quarter placement
with an earning potential of:
$120-week, first quarter
$130-week, second quarter
All interested students are invited to attend this
meeting Tuesday, November 6, 6:00 p.m., in the Campus Room of the Union.
For more information, contact your advisor or call the
Cooperative Education Program Office, Room 220 Administration Building, 372-2451.

believes the Catamounts will challenge
Cornell for the ECAC title.
"We have a great deal of depth and
speed on the team," Cross said. "We've
played well in our scrimmages but I
don't know how we'll react to a regular
game situation. It will be Interesting to
see how we play this series."
Defensemen Chris Hodgson, BUI
Kagnis, Serge LeBlanc, and Dave
Hungerford are four sophomores that
compliment Cote. Wingers Tom Cullity
(22-18-40) and Gary Prior 111-28-39) add
to the Catamounts' scoring firepower.
York said the trip to San Diego to play
U.S. International was a plus.
"The series gave us two more games
against strong competition," York said.

suffered a charliehorse and is doubtful.
"The benefits were multi-faceted. We
played six strong periods, we got our
Senior defenseman Mike Cotter
first win, our freshman goaltender
strained a knee and is questionable for
played well and our team defense
the series.
played well."
BG took five defensemen on the trip
FRESHMAN goalie Mike David
last weekend, and when Cotter was
played in the Falcons' 6-3 win over the
unable to play the Falcons were left
Gulls Sunday recording 36 saves. York
with only two sets of defensemen. Brian
said both Wally Charko and David will
MacClellan filled In for Cotter on a few
see playing time this weekend.
shifts.
Not everything went well for the
"Brian's versatility helped us out a
Falcons In California, however. Peter
lot on defense," York said. "The forSikorski, playing In his first series since
wards put a lot of pressure on the USIU
a knee injury sidelined him last
defense."
January, pulled a groin muscle and Is
About 600 tickets remain for the
doubtful for the Vermont series.
games. Tickets can be purchased at the
Sophomore wing George McPhee, last
Memorial Hall ticket offices between 9
vear^sKorir^eade^vltl^8polnts^ . a.m. and 5 p.m,

DOUG VALENTINE
Speaks Out on the
Issues.
Accessibility
He behevea t"e Mayo* must be accessible and open to me people He
Mill implement a 24 hour hotline lor cltliens Input on city government
On-lht-Job
He believes the Mayo' must be personally involved m the City
government s operations on a day-to-day bans and he win be at City
Hall to make sure lhal Ihlngt are being done right
Cooperative
Doug unows that governing a city <% a partnering between the people
"Vi y Council and me administrative agencies ol the City He pledges his
willingness lo work to bring Ml sides together to buMd • brighter future
lor Bowling Green
Storm Drainage
As a developer OOUQ certainly Knows the importance of resolving this
important problem Every time it rams Over iwo inches Bowimg G'een
-es'dents are eiposed lo unreasonable hardship and properly damage
Ooug will lake strong, decisive steps lo bring together whatever
resources are necessary to end this problem once and tor all.
Waste Water Treatment
Alter mne long years ol indecision toot dragging and inflated cost
approval tor an is million dollar grant tor a waste waier
treatment llCfhly. has fmaiiy been given There are significant hurdles
mat nave yet to be cleared before t«u plant can become a reality
■ringing these etlorts lo a quick and successful conclusion will require
strong, competent leadership. Doug Valentine la ready, willing, and
able lo undertake this project and see II through
Modern Management Systtma
As one Wo has been »n innovator tn his own profession in the
application o' computer systems for the improved management ol
resources Doug is equally committed to updating the City • record
keeping operations P'esentiy basic records on subdivision plats
statei am siorm sewers and electrical imes are maintained manually
Thia is a costly, antiquated system and needs to be modernised. Ooug
valentine is committed to lhal goal

Planned Growth
Having spent his entire professional career m the building business
Ooug Valentine is determined to see lhal Bowimg Green s growth is
orderly and balanced Many of the problems we are presently
experiencing are the result of poor planning and inadequate follow-up
id the past Proper planning tor the future Is Ihe key lo making sure that
these problems will not recur.

Industrial Growth
Ooug will be an articulate spokesman tor our cHy m reaching out to
attract more Industry and |obs. Already he has played an instrumental
role m locating new businesses and industry m Bowling Green
Federal Grants
Ooug will appoint and properly support a lullflme federal grants
coordinator. Th.s will enable Bowimg Green to compete with olher
communities who have made a similar investment and have lound it to
be very rewarding
Strong Law Enforcement
He will give the police whatever support is necessary to deal with
problems which threaten our community's safely. This is particularly
important m dealing with (he unruimess that often occurs m the
downtown area m the even.ngs The bottom ime n simple -- he will
condone no foolishness on (he streets ol our cily
Public Employees
Whne he will demand their best service. Doug will also work to establish
labor policies responsive lo the need to upgrade circumstances and
conditions ol their employment
Neighborhood Meetings
m Beeping with his goal ic be m iune with citizen input Ooug wHi host a
number of regularly scheduled neighborhood meetings designed to
open up the governing process lo all Bowling Oreen residents.
encouraging each person lo take an active inlerest In our city's
government.

VALENTINE
FOR MAYOR
M

Jefferson Starship:
An old band comes to Bowling Green
with new album, faces and tour
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Sadie seeks eligible bachelor
F.L. Carollo gives us cause to celebrate. This page.

Flashes of old Elton in Ann Arbor caught by Norb
Taylor. Page 7.
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Mike Gueulette
Jet* Diver. Kevin Settlage
Prank Breithaupt
Leslie Rupperl
Debbie Conkel, Dan Kane.
Laurie RanaNo. Norb Taylor,
Lydia Bobash, Dave Whitman

Check
your chances
of getting
breast
cancer.
Cancer can attack
anyone. But some people
live with a higher risk of
developing cancer than
others However, the
earlier the diagnosis, the
better the chances of
cure. If you check any of
the boxes, see your
doctor. Discuss with him
your risk of getting
cancer
Knowing about
cancer Is a first step in
curing It.
D Over 40 and have
close relatives who
had breast cancer
D Had a breast
operation
D Have a lump or nipple
discharge

I

American Cancer
Society
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Sadie seeks eligible bachelor

Faced with the prospect of a dull,
uneventful weekend? So was I. Then
I realized the outlook wasn't quite
'Mr. Charlie' recalls racial hostilities
so bleak. Not only are there two
A look at this weekend's Third World Theatre produc- home hockey games this weekend,
tion. Page 3.
but, turning to the trusty Green
Sheet, I discovered that Saturday is
Winning a goddess
Sadie Hawkins Day. "Hot damn!" I
Kevin Settlage found a '10' in an area theatre. Page 3.
thought.
But wait a minute. What is Sadie
Hawkins Day, anyway? A little
Fans swoon at series' diversity
Bart Porter looks at UAO's classic movie series. Page 4. research was needed to answer this
question, and my efforts were
rewarded with a delightful introducFreiberg charts new flight path
tion to the wealth of trivia buried in
Larry Budd talks to the Starship member about their upthe wonderful world of calendars,
coming concert Page 5.
almanacs and books of holidays
and dates. There were a few surRock in the 70s
prises, too.
Installment six and still running strong. Page 6.
Sadie Hawkins Day Is usually
observed on the first Saturday in
November. The tradition was
Tull: Anderson storms Richfield
Mike Petrasek catches the tlutist and co. in action. established not in the mists of antiquity, as might be supposed, but in
Page 7.
the 1930s.

Alter the USSR, Elton John is 'Back in the USSA'

Nov. 1, 1979

IT ALL started in Al Capp's comic
strip "Li'l Abner" when the residents
of Dogpatch realized that too many
eligible males were still free from
the joys of domestic bliss. To correct the situation, every year on
Sadie Hawkins Day a race was held:
any bachelor caught and then dragged, kicking and screaming, over
the finish line by an unmarried
woman was required by law to marry
her. A quaint custom, but It could
never happen here, right? Sure.
But that's not the only event commemoratd on Nov. 3. It's also

by
F.L. Carollo

Pioneer Day in Stroud, Okla., complete with festivals, contests and
costumes. In Liberia it is Thanksgiving and in Japan it Is Culture Day,
which, since the end of World War II,
has replaced a celebration of the
emperor's birthday. The third of
November is Independence Day in
Panama (Panama once belonged to
Colombia, but declared its independence on this date in 1903),
and is also Independence Day for
the city of Cuenca, Ecuador, which
gained its freedom in 1820.

1793. and St. Hubert of Liege who, in
Luxembourg and Belgium at least,
is revered as the patron saint of
hunters, their dogs, hunting equipment and also of victims of
hydrophobia. I often wonder if St.
Hubert may not have died on some
dismal Nov. 3, long ago, from rabies
inflicted by a crazed hunting dog.
HISTORICAL AND political
events also are remembered. In
1957, the first satellite carrying an
animal was launched by the Russians. The obscure holiday known
as The Day After Election Day came
on Nov. 3, 1976, as Gerald Ford officially conceded defeat to Jimmy
Carter - but why did it take Ford a
day longer than everybody else to
admit it? For partisans of French
Canadian separatism, the third of
November was the day French President Valery Giscard d'Estaing caused quite a diplomatic ruffle when he
supported Quebec's right to selfdetermination at a luncheon In
honor of Quebec Premier Rene
Levesque In 1977.

For personalities. Nov. 3 marks
the anniversaries of the death of arSo, there's always hope. If you
tist Henri Matisse in 1954 and the
births of Karl Baedecker, German need an excuse to party, you can
guidebook publisher, in 1801 and find one. Each and every day, some
American poet William Cullen kind of holiday is being celebrated
Bryant, author of the Immortal somewhere. What I've uncovered Is
tongue-twister and spelling-bee- just the tip of the iceberg. This
killer "Thanatopsls," in 1794. Two of weekend? As for me, I'll be wearing
my all-time lavorite heroes also are my running shoes on Saturday, and
celebrated on that date: Stephen it's every man for himself. Happy
Austin, the Father of Texas, born in hunting, ladies.
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'Charlie' recalls
racial hostilities
by Karen Elder

The drama's focal point is the
character Richard Henry played by
freshman Bruce Lavender. Henry attempts to break the strangling grip of the
town's racism by going to New York City
to become a singer. He returns bitter after
an Involvement with drugs and some
disillusioning affairs with white women,
but still determined to prove himself.
The msn who kills him Is a poor white
store owner, Lyle Britten, played by Mark
Blue. Britten is a family man with a wife,
Jo, and an Infant son, but once had an affair with a black woman. He doesn't consider himself a racist or a murderer, but is
fearful and confused about the blacks'
demands to be treated with repsect and
dignity.

Ignorance.
It reveals Itself In us whenever we deal
with others who are dltterent from
ourselves.
This Ignorance is a motivating factor in
James Baldwin's play, "Blues for Mister
Charlie," which runs today through Saturday at 8 p.m. in Joe E. Brown Theater.
The play, produced by the Third World
Theater, Is loosely based on the true story
of 17-year-old Emmett Till, a black who
was killed in Mississippi in 1955. The person tried for the murder was acquitted,
but later admitted his guilt.
Harlem-born Baldwin is the author of
"Go Tell It On The Mountain," Giovanni's
Room," and "Another Country," and
HENRVS FATHER Meridian Henry,
presently Is teaching an undergraduate
course at the University about minority played by Arlando Walker, is a preacher
who Is quietly striving to Improve the
writers.
blacks' condition, while at the same time
WHILE BALDWIN has been acclaimed desiring to shield his son from life's batas the "voice of the black revolution," tles.
Caught In the middle is Parnell James,
"Blues for Mister Charlie" calls attention
to a need to understand the white posi- played by Jack Van Reeth a wealthy
tion in life as well as the black position. newspaper editor who Is haunted by his
The story takes place In Plaguetown, love for a black girl he knew years ago. He
U.S.A. somewhere In the rural south. The wants to understand both blacks and
murder of a black youth by a white store whites and vainly tries to bring them
owner and his subsequent trial overtly together.
pits white against black In a town where
Rita Mowry, director of the play, said
racial hostilities have been smoldering for
she considers "Blues for Mister Charlie"
years.

Photo by Bill Brown
Lyle Britten, played by Mark Blue, (left), exchanges words with Richard Henry,
played by Bruce Lavender (right), as bartender Papa D., played by Jeffrey
English (center) looks on. The scene Is from the current Third World Theatre
production "Blues tor Mr. Charlie."
a very powerful drama. She says she finds
Mowry says she is satisfied with the
the type of ignorance displayed In the la|ent 0t the cast and that rehearsals are
play terrifying especially because a going well. She added that Baldwin has
similar event actually took place.
helped her out when she has had quesMowry, a theater graduate assistant, tions about the play,
says she had once been hesitant to use
Mowry said she knew little about
the play because It demanded a large minority dramas before doing "Blues for
cast. However, after seeing the large Mister Charlie". She says she thinks "we
number of students who attended the try- should all be learning more about minoriouts, she was convinced to go ahead with tv ar| forms because they are a large part
the production.
0( American culture."
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'10'

Winning a goddess
By Kevin Settlage
Finding a fox who is a perfect 10 on a
scale from one to 10 is the dream of many
college men. But Dudley Moore as
Stanley, 42, still searches for that
youthful vision of perfection In the film
"10," written and directed by Blake Edwards, master of "The Pink Panther" success story.
The script deals with Stanley's Inability
to accept his middle age and in a sense is
the saga of male menopause. Stanley's
wandering mind strains his relationship
with singer-actress Samantha Taylor
(Julie Andrews.) Stanley is a composersongwriter involved in Sam's career and
lovelife.
That is until he catches a glimpse of a
lovely creature Bo Derek, in a white gown
on her way to get married. Stanley Is convinced he has found what he rates an
"11" on a scale from one to 10. What
follows reaches hysterical levels.
MOORE EXECUTES Stanley's perils
with excellent comedic style. Some
scenes are reminiscent of "Pink Panther"
slap stick, but the script earns that extra
quality point and raises the humor to the
classic category.
During his separation from Sam,
Stanley's old-age anxieties compel him to
visit the dentist, who Insists on filling all
his cavities at once. Stanley's speech is
totally garbled and his face Is completely
numb. The subsequent sequence finds
Stanley unknowingly drooling and sounding like a mobster on the phone, which

prompts Sam to ask the police to check
Stanley's apartment. These scenes build
relentlessly on Stanley's frustration.
One bit sure to be remembered from
this film is Stanley's conference with a
Catholic priest. While they converse, a little old lady with a tea tray, shuffles Into
the room faster than a speeding snail. Her
exit shouldn't be missed. Seldom has
such a trite noise been used so well.
After much soul searching, Stanley
goes to Acapulco to get away, but...runs
into his voluptuous idol on her honeymoon.
AFTER DAYS of being mesmerized by
this beauty, the course of events find
Stanley alone with his dream goddess in
her room. During the conversation, she
explains how different types of music
make her want to do different things. Her
blunt statement about preferred activity
while listening to Ravel's "Bolero" was a
fresh comical use of a worn out four-letter
word.
The bed scene that follows only emphasizes the generation gap between the
two. Her masochistic love-making habits
proved to Stanley that he couldn't read
this book by its cover.
First Impressions of the film's name
and ad campaign are that the movie Is exclusively about sex and beautiful women.
But there Is a strong theme about coping
with getting older and how a physical
committment In a relationship still is important.
"10" Is now playing at the Showcase
cinemas In Toledo.

THURS.,FRI.,andSAT.

MR. BOJANCLES
ROCKSTHE
WEEKEND AWAY!
THURS. NITE - BUFFALO NITE

MUSIC BY SUBURBAN
S. Main St. BG, Oh
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Retrospective of American Film

Fans swoon at series' diversity
by Ban Porter

Lillian Gish, who attended the showing of
the film.
Say "Here's looking at you. kid," and
"We're going to try to get a guest
Humphrey Bogart lans in the back of the speaker at our film festival each quarter,
theater will swoon. Murmur "Rosebud' but no future speakers have been decided
and "Citizen Kane" buffs will start scann upon at this time," Radt said.
ing the movie screen for a glimpse of Or
Following the silent film series, the
son Welles' sled. Whisper "Stagecoach' festival will feature classics of the
and a dozen bad John Wayne imper
"talkies" era, including "The Jazz
sonators will go into action.
Singer," starring Al Jolson; "Citizen
These are but a few of the possible and Kane," starring Orson Welles'; and
probable occurrences to be found at the "Casablanca," starring Humphrey Bogart
Wednesday night Retrospective of the and Ingrid Bergman.
American Film series, presented this year
by the Union Activities Organization
THE SERIES then will present some of
(UAO).
the modern classics, such as "The
The purpose of the festival is "to pro- Graduate," with Dustln Hoffman;
vide a spectacle of entertainment while "Midnight Cowboy," starring Jon Volght;
educating University students," says Jeff and "MASH," starring Elliot Gould and
Radt, chairman of the sub-committee Donald Sutherland.
presenting the series.
"The series contains famous classics,
Academy Award winners, films of popular
"WE WANTED to give the students an genres; all with many talented actors and
entertaining film series," he said. He add- skilled directors," Eric A. Frase, UAO film
ed that the film festival is designed not committee chairman, said.
only for the enjoyment of classic movie
"The sub-committee tried to pick films
buffs, but also for those persons who are Irom all areas of interest, such as
unfamiliar with many of the great films.
musicals and horror films, so a cross-secThe retrospective series began early In tion of students would attend each week
October with a collection of silent films to see something different and entertainincluding "Sparrows," starring Mary ing," Frase said.
Plckford; "The Gold Rush," with Charlie
"BY GETTING students to come back
Chaplin; and "Way Down East," starring week after week, we hope to develop the

entire scope of this particular art form so
students can better appreciate it," he added.
Frase said such a retrospective film
series has never been presented on a college campus before. He added that many
of the companies from which UAO
ordered the films consider the festival
"the most diversified, well-rounded
(series) in the country."
The cost of presenting the film series
will be about $3,000, Frase said, noting
that this does not include projectionists'
wages and film shipping charges.
Frase said the series has been financed by the cultural fund of Richard
Lenhart, assistant vice provost for student activities.
ACCORDING TO Frase, the film series
was planned last year by the Student Activities Organization, prior to Its merger
with UAO. Plans were being made to use
films offered as part of the currlculums of
various academic departments.
Frase said the popular culture department was considering a two-credit course
for which students would attend the films
and then discuss them in class.
Although there are no definite plans at
this time, Frase said he hopes such a
class will begin in the near future.
He said the retrospective film series

might present films such as "Gone With
the Wind" or "The Deer Hunter" as part of
a "showcase attraction" segment later
this year.
Because of the cost of ordering such
films, a $1 admission price would be
charged.
The Retrospective continues on
Wednesday evenings...
Nov. 7 DRACULA (1931)
Nov. 14 KING KONG (1933)
Nov. 28 IT HAPPENED ONE NIGHT
(1934)
Jan. 16 TOP HAT (1935)
Jan. 23 STAGECOACH (1939)
Jan. 30 CITIZEN KANE (1941)
Feb. 6 CASABLANCA (1942)
Feb. 13 THE BEST YEARS OF OUR
LIVES (1946)
Feb. 20 ALL ABOUT EVE (1950)
Feb. 27 HIGH NOON (1952)
Mar. 5 SINGING IN THE RAIN (1952)
Mar. 12 FROM HERE TO ETERNITY
(1953)
Apr. 9 EAST OF EDEN (1954)
Apr. 16 BEN-HUR (1959)
Apr. 23 THE GRADUATE (1967)
Apr. 30 BONNIE AND CLYDE (1967)
May 7 EASY RIDER (1969)
May 14 MIDNIGHT COWBOY (1970)
May 21 MASH (1970)
May 28 THE GODFATHER (1972)

WE'VE GOT
WHAT YOU'RE
LOOKING FOR A NEW BAR AT THE

ROSS HOTEL

THE "OLD ROSS" HAS
EXPANDED!
Mon. & Tues.
Wed.
Fri.

Pitcher Nite
Draft Nite
Schnapps Nite

"LIVE COUNTRY MUSIC THIS
THURSDAY. FRIDAY
& SATURDAY" NO COVER
STOP ON YOUR WAY DOWNTOWN
AND JOIN THE CROWD WHO SAYS!

'A Place
To Move Together
1532 South Byrne Road.

DANCING one
DRINKING
Til 2:30
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"LADIES' NIGHT
THURS
College I.D. Night
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'A Place
To Move Together
COMPLIMENTARY PASS ADMIT ONE

WE WO IT AT THE ROSS!"
Located on the corner
of N.Prospect and E. Wooster
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Freiberg charts new flight path
Editor** note: Jefferson Stershlp will open Its latest
concert tour Saturday In Bowling Qreen. The legendary
band has fust completed their long-awaited album titled
"Freedom At Point Zero." The tour marks the debuts of
Aynsley Ounbar and Mickey Thomas on the Starship's
concert circuit. Band member David Freiberg talked to
the Revue earlier thla week.
by Larry Budd
Freiberg: We've been stuck In the studio for three
months. I've been so busy, I don't even have any Levl's
that fit.
Q: Are you locl.ng forward to touring?
Freiberg: I've been looking forward to it since I got off
the road. To me, playing for the people Is where it's at.
That's what rock is all about.
That's why we're playing the small places. Playing in
the big places is for people just wanting to make a
bunch of money. Some of the audience can't even hear
the music.
Q: How is Mickey Thomas working out with the band?
Freiberg: You've heard "Fooled Around and Fell In

Love." That was his big hit with Elvin Bishop. I was
listening to some live Elvin Bishop and was amazed by
Mickey's vocals. I had no idea he could sing like that. He
has fit right in.
He has gospel and rhythm-and-blues roots. He sang
with a gospel singer for a while and learned a lot.

"...I've always played folk
music. What we're playing
now is just electric folk
music. It's not all that complex
Rock is the folk
music of today."
O: How did Aynsley Dunbar end up with the band?
Freiberg: I guess Journey wanted him to play It |ust
like on the record. He didn't want to. I'm glad it happened.
John Barbata (former drummer) was headed more
towards commercial. We wanted to go more In the rock
'n' roll direction.

Freiberg: There are some love songs. There are some
quiet beginnings, but they all end up kicking it out.
O: Are you returning to your folk routes?
Freiberg: The way I see it, I've always played folk
music. What we're playing now is just electric folk
music. It's not all that complex. To me, that's folk
music. Rock is the folk music of today.
0: Other former members of the band are starting
new wave bands. Is there any new wave in the album?
Freiberg: There are some new wave influences. It's in
the air. It has got to influence you.
Q: What caused the album delay?
Freiberg: It should be out this week. They had problems in the pressing ol the album. I think Fleetwood
Mac had similar problems In releasing their new one.
Q: What will the future bring for Jefferson Starship?
Freiberg: We'll keep writing songs. Whatever comes
into our minds. We have so much material that we
couldn't even fit it all on the album.
Nothing stays the same. If it does, it dies.

Q: Why aren't Grace Slick or Marty Baiin on the album
or with the band?
Freiberg: Everybody would love to have Grace back.
We're not mad or anything. It just got to be too much for
her. It just wasn't working.
She Is doing her own solo album right now. We're having a good time without her. Everybody has the ambition
to play now.
Marty didn't want to go on the road. He does what he
wants to do when he wants to do it.
Q: What is the new album like? It sounds like old Starship on the title tune but is different on your song
"Jane."
Freiberg: Some of it might sound like the old band,
but some of It Is ours. When you're singing three-part
harmonies and two ol the three people are the same, it
can sound the same.
I like listening to the new sound. It has more energy.
Producer Ron Nevison is great at producing a sound
sound. We wanted It to sound loud and big, and it does.
Aynsley has worked with a lot of producers and says
that he's never heard as good a drum sound.
0: Who plays the bass on the album, Pete Sears or
you?
Freiberg: Both of us think of ourselves as bass
players. Pete can also play the keyboards. I lust mess
around with the organ. You do whatever the people will
let you get away with.
Grunt Records photo
New Jefferson Stsrshlp drummer Aynsley Dunbar,
formerly with Journey-

Q: What are the songs about? Are there love songs?

Grunt Records proto
..and vocalist Mickey Thomas, an alumnus from
the Elvin Bishop Group.
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Rock in the '70s

Springsteen directs way to new vision
by Mate Hugunln
Sixth in a Series
..tramps like us
Baby we were born to run
Bruce Springsteen,
from "Born to Run"
Like Bruce Springsteen's fictional
rebels breaking loose from the deadend
jobs and petrified social apparatus of the
American city. American rock was. finally,
born to run again in 1975.
Stifling beneath the influence of the
wimpy singer-songwriters and the Increasing centralization of pop music
marketing, American rock was overshadowed throughout the early '70s by
the excitement of the British progressive
movement. But Springsteen's smash hit,
"Born to Run." speerheaded in 1975 a
new. distinctively American musical vision.
"BORN TO RUN" was backed by the
largest publicity campaign in the history
of Columbia Records, which got Its boy's
picture on the cover of Time and

economies spell doom for such luxuries
as dropping out and searching for fulfilling work experiences. There is only the
struggle to survive.
Other prominent rockers gravitated
toward the harder sounds and cynicism of
this emerging rock genre as well. But
while the emotional intensity of a Springsteen performance suggests a personal stake in his dramas, Steely Dan's
detachment is that of a curious literary
observer poking things with a sharp stick.
"Black Friday." from 1975s "Katy
Lied," recalls the stock market crash, the
50th anniversary of which was celebrated
Monday. Where Springsteen might protest the undeserved suffering of the little
Springsteen turned his back on the people, Dan instead notes the irony of
escapism and the rural utopianism of the bodies hurtling from skyscraper windows,
early 70s in favor ol the tough-as-nails, consumed by their own monster.
class-conscious urban macho that had
AND WHILE Springsteen's rhythms are
defined early rock n' roll. Springsteen rejected the image of the contemplative the grinding, oppressive rhythms of a
middle-class dropout "finding himself" repetitive daily life, Dan's are shifting,
then plugging back into the establish- elusive tides that leave their characters In
mid-air, without even the direction and
ment at his convenience.
security of regimentation.
The Doobie Brothers' "Stampede," also
FOR SPRINGSTEEN and
his
characters, deteriorating urban a 1975 release, pursues a hackneyed image of the rock star as anti-industrial Old
West outlaw. But the single "Take Me In
Your Arms," a Motown oldie, foreshadowTUISDAY'THURSDAY
STUDfNT NIGHTS
ed their better work on "Takln' It to the
Streets" and "Livin' on the Fault Line."
All SIllDf MS
WITH ID'S .
Singer-songwriter-pianist Mike McDonald
and guitarist extraordinaire Skunk Baxter,
both formerly with Steely Dan, have
STADIUM
brought the Doobles an increasingly urbanized style and point of view.
Newsweek magazines in the same week
in October 1975. But any suspicions that
it was all a hype crumbled before the
onslaught of the records thunderous
guitars, the screeching saxophone of
Clarence demons and, especially, Springsteen's overpowering vocals and
cultural imagery.
This is perhaps "the definitive
American rock LP," as Dave Marsh wrote
in Rolling Stone magazine. Springsteen
does indeed strike many as being "what
Dylan and the Stones were to the '60s,'' as
another critic wrote. Springsteen Is a
tangible symbol of the youthful rebellion
still seething in American cities.
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The Eagles began a similar move away
from their countrified beginnings with the
single "One Of These Nights." Its R&B
guitar chops and undercurrent of hostility
made it a far cry from "Peaceful Easy
Feelin'," and foreshadowed the primary
virtues of "Hotel California" and "The
Long Run." The trade of Bernle Leadon
for Joe Walsh only institutionalized the
emerging Eagles style.
LIKE THE OOOBIES and the Eagles,
Bob Seger's best work lay ahead of him.
But 1975s "Beautiful Loser" moved the
regional favorite closer to national success. "Jody Girt" suggests the bittersweet nostalgia of his biggest hit,
1976s
"Night
Moves,'1
while
"Katamandu" remains a consistent concert highlight.
Finally, Bob Dylan found his elusive
new beginning in the emerging urban
genre "Blood on the Tracks" "emanates
from a rented room In the dark, bohemian
section of town," Paul Nelson writes in
The Rolling Stone Illustrated History of
Rock & Roll, rather than from the stable
influence of the middle-class family
home.
"Blood" captured a new mood. In short,
that emerged spontaneously from half a
dozen unexpected sources in 1975 - a
mood and, more than that, a sound that
helped lift American rock from the
doldrums of the early '70s.
NEXT: Rock meats
"buycentennlal."
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Tull: Anderson storms Richfield
by Michael Patrasak
It is a well-known fact that Cleveland attracts some of
the biggest names In the music industry and last Friday
was no exception as Jethro Tull performed with warmup act U.K. at the Richfield Coliseum.
U.K. is a relatively new band consisting of Eddie Jobson, John Wetton and Terry Bozzio. The progressive
rock trio recently has released a new album, recorded
live in Tokyo, titled "Night After Night," is reportedly
their finest work to date.
The life of a warm-up band usually has it's downfallslike an unruly crowd and sometimes the lack of a crowd-yet considering most fans were just arriving and hustling for their seats, U.K. received an overly-powerful
response in comparison to most other warm-up acts
THE CROWD once it got settled in, sat patiently as
the road crew set the stage for what proved to be a
storm of colorful Ian Anderson antics.
Anderson, Jethro Tull's founder and leader, blasted
on stage as if riding a hurricane. A mass of ropes at
each corner of the stage conveyed a feeling of being
aboard a ship. The crowd was drenched with
"Stormwatch," Tull's latest release, which deals with
nature and the world's changing environment.
"NORTH SEA Oil." a cut performed from the new
album, challenged that areas such as London and New
York may change so drastically in temperature that the
world may face another Ice age.
"New-found wealth sits on the shelt ol yesterday
Hot air balloon-inflation soon will make you pay
Riggers rig and diggers dig their shallow grave
but we'll be saved and what we crave is North Sea
Oil
Prices boom in Aberdeen and London Town
Ten more years to lay the fears, erase the frown
before we are all nuclear-the better way!
Oh let us pray: we want to stay in North Sea Oil."

acoustic guitar was surrounded by the band and a real
closeness emerged.

"Dark Ages," also ofl "Stormwatch" featured some
heavy bass lines by John Glascock's replacement, Dave
Pegg. Glascock left the band because of illness. Pegg
filled In well. "Dark Ages" was rather lengthy, yet showed a diversified instrumental sound.
Tull continued to perform songs from "Stormwatch,"
and midway through the concert two band helpers, both
dressed in raincoats, one with an umbrella and the
other with binoculars, walked onto two stage runways
that extended Into the crowd. This was the introduction
for an acoustic number, "Dun Ringill." Anderson on

"DUN RINGILL" is a giant stone dome perched on a
cliff overlooking the sea. It is a real place that exists on
Ian Anderson's Scottish estate. Could it be the place
Anderson watches the storm from?
Leaving their new album behind with a fury, Anderson
pulled out a lengthy sword and, swinging it in the air, immediately brought the stage (ship) ropes down. The
crowd now was about to hear the Tull of old.
Jethro Tull kept the crowd captivated, and the fine
showmanship Anderson on the flute brought the concert a different form of entertainment.

Photo by Michael Pelrase*
Ian Anderson, the man without an Instrument, leads the rest of Jethro Tull through a number during a recent appearance at the Richfield Coliseum.
Tull performed such songs as "Thick As A Brick," and
Anderson flute improvisation, and a real crowd pleaser,
"Aqualung." The song was heightened by Anderson's
strong vocals and aroused crowd interaction.
The band took two encores and played "Too Old to
Rock-n-Roll, Too Young to Die," and "Cross-eyed Mary."
As the band left the stage and the Coliseum was lit, Tull
returned and performed "Locomotive Breath "
Jethro Tull is probably one of the most unique groups
in music today. They plunge forward both visually and
lyrically and emit a strong sound. Anderson's use of the
flute and his charisma enlighten and captivate his audience. Instead of watching a storm, Jethro Tuil will be
watching their record sales soar.

After the USSR, Elton John is 'Back in the USSA'
He was an Idol then, now he's an Idol
here.
But his face has changed, he's not the
same no more.
And I have to say that I liked the way his
music sounded before.
-EHon John,
trom "Idol"

The current shows, like those during
Elton's summer tour of Russia, open with
a quiet, subdued alH'jde set by songs
such ra L-.IIIBI, "Your Song," and
"Skylir.i Pigeon" performed solo on
piano. "Rocket Man" brought the first
standing ovation of the night, building to
such power that prompted Elton to
scream "I'm just a —-ing rocket man" during the song's finale.

The current small hall tour by Elton
John has been labeled as a comeback of
sorts for the aging (some would say irrelevant) pop star.
But the theme of the tour, Back In the
U.S.S.A., seems to hint that Elton is more
or less trying to re-assert himself in this
country as a performer and songwriter
rather than to stage a comeback. If the
purpose of these shows Is re-assertion
rather than comeback, and if Monday's
performance at Hill Auditorium In Ann Arbor is a representation of what all the concerts on this tour are like, then Elton is doing one hell of a |ob.

INTRODUCING THE next songs as
comments on "American legends," the
pudgy musician played both "Roy
Rogers" and "Candle In the Wind," an ode
to Marilyn Monroe. Before crossing the
stage to play electric piano Elton punched out "Ego," calling it "one of my
favorites even though it was a disaster as
a single."
During the piano introduction to
"Funeral For a Friend" a canopy between
the two sets of keyboards rose to reveal
smoke, an array of percussion instruments and Ray Cooper, long-time

by Norb Taylor

Elton John Band member who has performed with various groups including the
Beatles and the Stones. Cooper seems to
attack his Instruments rather than play
them and often draws attention away
from the keyboards with his aggressive
style and wild antics. Elton introduces
Cooper using the same words a German
reviewer
once
did;
as
a
"fourty-six-year-old punk."
The remainder of the show encompased many different styles of music and included selections from the extremes of
"The Captains" career. A funky "Think I'm
Gonna Kill Myself" was taken into a
tender "Feel Like A Bullet" followed by a
long, almost iazzy "Benny and the Jets."
ENCORES SUCH as "Saturday Night's
Alright for Fighting" (which was mixed
with a verse or two from "Plnball Wizard")
were juiced up by sharp keyboard exchanges between Cooper on electric
piano and Elton on acoustic. Cooper
plays keys much like he plays percussion.
In a wild, almost frightening (you get the

feeling he's going to hurt himself) manner.
The final "song" In the concert was a
medley of "I Saw Her Standing There,'
"Twist and Shout," "Crocodile Rock," and
"Back In the USSR," which became,
predictably enough, "Back in the
U.S.S.A."
Evidentally, these performances seem
to be important to Elton (maybe more important than any others that he's done in
this country.) The last couple of years
have seen him floundering, ever since the
breakup of the Elton John Band after the
release of "Blue Moves." And the recent
release of the disco-punctuated "Victim
of Love" is bound to confuse and perhaps
disenchant those who grew up with the
"old" Elton. But the absence of any disco
tune in concert may have been a subconscious admission that It was a
mistake to attempt the style of music on
an album. Whatever the case. It will be Interesting to see what Elton does with his
career after this tour.
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X-ers ax society
Of 1,000 people who grew up In the '60s counterculture. 26 percent remain committed to radical politics
and an unconventional way of life, according to the
newly published "Woodstock Census, the Nationwide
survey of the Sixties Generation" by Rex Welner and
Deanne Stlllman.
Labeling these people "Group X," the authors
discovered that the '60s holdovers "cannot accept a
conventional way of life in society as it now exists."
Group X is sexually more experimental: 23 percent do
not believe monogamy is important in a relationship,
and the percentage of homosexuals in Group X is nearly
three times that of the rest of the group surveyed.
Nearly half of the group are regular pot smokers andor have been dealing pot. Thirty-eight percent of the
Group X people believe In building an alternative culture
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slon for The Rubinoos to become the first live band to
play at X's, San Francisco's first new wave disco.

-High Times

The top films of the week, based on recent box-office
sales, are: 1) "Life of Brian;" 2) "The Seduction of Joe
Tynan;" 3) "The In-Laws;" 4) "Breaking Away;" 5) "North
Dallas Forty," 6) "The Muppet Movie;" 7) "Apocalypse
Now;" 8) "The Frisco Kid;" 9) "Rocky II;" and 10) "Alien."

Bezerkley biz
Halloween proved to be a big night for the Greg Klhn
Band and several of his Beserkley cohorts. Klhn appearred at the Keystone in Palo Alto, Calif., where the winner
of a costume contest received two free days and nights
at Lake Tahoe.
Meanwhile, at the Berkeley Keystone, a similar prize
was awarded to the person wearing the best costume at
an Earthquake concert. Halloween also was the occa-
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and 35 percent have lived in, or are still living in, communes. Half of the members of Group X also say they
cannot manage a 9 to 5 job.
One Group X-er told the authors, "Us weirdos who
survived the '60s and are coping with the 70s are going
to hit it big in the '80s. Watch out!"
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. Dixie Electric Co.
An Entertainment Utility

ROCK NITE
EVERY THURSDAY
WHAT EVERYBODY
HAS BEEN WAITING FOR!!
SO COME ROCK
YOUR SOCKS OFF
AS WE PLAY THE MUSIC

YOU
WANT TO HEAR!!

-E-A Newsbeat

Finest flicks

-US Magazine

Peanut butter conspiracy
Jazz drummer Lenny White became the Indirect
cause of a likely new entry to the "Guinness Book of
World Records" when the largest peanut butter sandwich in history was created to commemorate his WLBSFM-sponsored benefit performance at Salvatore's Disco
in Detroit.
The six-foot square white (what else?) bread sandwich was assembled by Rosan's Bakery In the Motor city and had to be dismantled Into several strips to get
through the disco's door. Once inside It was reassembled by means of baking irons.
The Idea came from Lenny's tune "Peanut Butter,"
the first single from his "Best of Friends" LP. The song
also Inspired the delivery of 400 jars of Velvet Peanut
Butter and several dozen bags of Famous Amos peanut
butter cookies to Lenny and friends at a party after the
show.
The foodstuffs and all the proceeds were accepted by
Dick "Night Train" Lane of the Detroit Lions on behalf
of the Police Athletic League Children's Fund.
-E-A Newsbeat
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Jefferson SUrship will make *
landing at Anderson Arena this
Saturday at 6 p.m. with special
guest April Wine. This klekoff
concert to the fall '79 UAO con
cert season costs 17 for general
admission seats and U for
bleacher and floor seats.
Foiksinger guitarist Mike
| Green Is featured at this week's
UAO Coffeehouse Thursday
and Friday from HI p.m. In
me Side Door, Union. Admls
slon Is 50 cents.

James Baldwin's "Blues for
Mr Charlie" will open the Joe
E. Brown Theatre season this
Thursday. Friday and Saturday
at 6 p.m. in the Joe E. Brown
Theatre University Hall.
Tickets are 50 cents.

TBT
"Life of Brian." the outrageous
Biblical spoof by British lanies
Monty Python's Flying Circus,
starts its second week at the
Stadium Cinemas In the
Stadium Shopping Center. Also
showing is the story of the
Polish cowboy, "The Frisco
Kid." with Gene Wilder and
Harrison Ford. Both films w
shown twice nightly and for
matinee performances on
weekends. Tuesday and Thursday nights are student nights,
with SI.50 admission for
students with IDs. "A Man, A
Woman and A Bank" with
Donald Sutherland is showing
at the Cla-Zel In downtown
Bowling Green.
The Franklin Park Cinemas,
5235 Monroe St., Toledo,

feature the following films this
week: "...And Justice For All"
with Al Pacino; discoroller
thriller, "Skatetown USA."
"Time After Time," "When A
Stranger Calls;" "Apocalypse
Now" with Marlon Brando and
Martin Sheen; and Richard
Pryor "In Concert; Another
Pryor." Films are shown nightly.
The movie that made people
afraid to go to the beach is back
in Bowling Green this weekend,
thanks to UAO. "Jaws," with
Richard Dreyfuss and Roy
Schleder, will be shown In Main
Auditorium. University Hall, at
7:15 p.m. Friday and Saturday
for SI with University ID. The
midnight movie both nights will
be the hilarious television
satire. "The Groove Tube."
featuring Chevy Chase. Admission to "The Groove Tube" Is
also SI with ID.
The Soutnwyck a Cinemas In
the Southwyck Shopping
Center, Maumee. are showing
the following movies this week:
"Avalanche Express" with Lee
Marvin: "Halloween." the horror thriller; "The Amltyville
Horror;"
"Allen;"
"Meatballs" with Bill Murray
of "Saturday Night Live;"
"Rocky II" with Sylvester
Stallone; "The Main Event"
with sparring partners Barbra
Streisand and Ryan O'Neal;
and Dom Deluise's "Hot Stuff."
Films are shown nightly.
At the Showcase Cinemas
Canter at the Westgate Shopping Center this week are
"Starting Over" with Burt
Reynolds and Jill Clayburgh;
Monty Python's "Life of
Brian;" Blake Edward's "10."
and "Meteor" with Scan Con
nary and Natalie Wood. Films
are shown nightly.

